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Abstract

This thesis focuses on the ‘Island of Bujan’ motif in Russian tradition and studies 

it with reference to the Yggdrasill myth in Scandinavian tradition. It examines some 

scholarly claims that state that owing to contacts between the Slavs and the 

Scandinavians during the early Middle Ages, myths and beliefs may have traversed 

geographical boundaries. The thesis begins with a detailed account of the proposed 

interaction between the Slavs and the Scandinavians and includes a brief summary of the 

Normanist controversy and the evidence that supports and negates it. It then proceeds to 

study Bujan in Russian incantations and Yggdrasill in the Scandinavian Eddaic texts to 

define the current state o f information on them and to isolate similarities between them. 

In the process, the thesis also highlights the fragmentariness of the primary material 

available, which ensures that some questions relating to influence between cultural 

constructs o f the two traditions are left unanswered.

Keywords
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Introduction

In the eighth century CE, there began a period of cultural interactions, motivated 

by trade, between the Scandinavians from Northern Europe and Slavs o f Eastern Europe. 

Scandinavian presence in the Slavic world is believed to have culminated in the 

establishment of the Old Russian State, run by a ruler of Scandinavian ethnicity.

Trade and travel often go hand in hand with exchanges of religious perceptions. 

Furthermore, while there are systems of belief that are firmly codified, there are those 

that are less codified in practice and prone to influence and innovation, such as belief at 

the ‘informal’ level of a household, which is often tied in with folklore. Mircea Eliade, in 

his extensive study o f comparative religions entitled Patterns in Comparative Religion 

has shown that there are several symbols of the sacred, embodying divine power of some 

sort, each offering one facet of the many sacred experiences that exist which are common 

between religions. For example, he discusses solar, cosmic and biological hierophanies 

and finds parallels in several cultures in his attempt to identify some overarching 

principle in each culture that would define not only the whole, but also the individual 

myth or rite or symbol to some extent. Thus, the worship or revering o f stones, trees, 

serpents, the earth, the Sun and other celestial bodies is not unique to one culture, even 

though it may retain some unique feature in one particular culture that is local to it and is 

not seen elsewhere.

There are also scholars, such as Hilda Ellis Davidson, who have speculated that 

the Viking forays into the east may have resulted in access to new mythical and religious 

traditions which may well have influenced the prominent Norse myth o f the World-Ash 

Yggdrasill. Davidson says that “the clarity and detail of the picture of Yggdrasill is such
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as to suggest that new inspiration concerning the World Tree had come into Scandinavia 

from the east during the Viking age. The penetration of the Viking settlers down the 

rivers of Russia to the Black Sea opened the road to Byzantium and the East” (Gods and 

Myths 196).

In commenting on hypotheses like Davidson’s, Elena Mel’nikova, a prominent 

contemporary scholar who studies the interactions between the Slavs and Scandinavians 

during the early Middle Ages, has noted that for several socio-religious reasons, the 

traces of this interaction are very difficult to find in Old Russian literature. The same 

problem is encountered with literary sources o f the ancient pagan religions from the two 

cultures. Indeed, the materials that have survived vie with each other in terms of their 

fragmentariness. Eliade has commented on the difficulties faced by the scholar of 

comparative religions when dealing with these two cultures. He says -  “in the case of the 

Germanic or Slavonic religions, we are obliged to make use of simple folklore, with the 

inevitable risks attaching to its handling and interpretation. A runic inscription, a myth 

recorded several centuries after it had ceased to be understood, a few symbolic pictures, a 

few protohistoric monuments, nothing could be more ill-assorted than the material 

available to the historian of Germanic and Slavonic religion” (Eliade 5).

Keeping in mind Eliade’s extensive discussion of common symbols in world 

religions, and seeking to assess Davidson’s claim that Yggdrasill must have been 

influenced by eastern myths, we embark on a comparative study of the pagan beliefs of 

the two regions with the view to finding certain common features between specific 

beliefs in the ancient Slavic and Norse religions. Thus, the present thesis aims to focus
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upon the image of the island Bujan in Russian tradition and to see how far analogues to it 

can be identified in Scandinavian tradition.

Chapter 1 will look at the economic, socio-cultural, political and ethno-religious 

milieu o f the proposed interaction between the Scandinavians and the Slavs, and will 

attempt to arrive at certain concrete conclusions as to the precise nature and extent of any 

influence that either culture may have had on the other. Chapter 2 will examine Bujan in 

incantations and study both the island and its ancillary motifs extensively. Chapter 3 will 

examine Yggdrasill as it is depicted in the Poetic Edda and Snorra Edda, as a preparation 

toward comparison and contrast of the Mysterious Oak on Bujan with Yggdrasill. The 

hope is to identify some new leads in considering possible Russian-Scandinavian cultural 

contacts.

In conclusion, I hope to offer some evaluation of claims like those of Ellis 

Davidson, in the light o f the evidence and of modem scholarly methodology.
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Chapter One

The Varangians and the Old Russian State

“They thus selected three brothers, with their kinsfolk, who took with them all the Russes and 

migrated. The oldest, Rurik, located himself in Novgorod; the second, Sineus, at Beloozero; and 

the third, Truvor, in Izborsk. On account o f these Varangians, the district o f  Novgorod became 

known as the land o f Rus’.” -  Russian Primary Chronicle (59)

In any comparative study examining possible cross-cultural influences in religion, 

belief and social culture, it is necessary to establish the basis upon which rests the 

assumption that cross-cultural influences may have existed in some point in time. This 

chapter discusses the literary and archaeological evidence for the presence of 

Scandinavians in Kievan Rus’. Some account will be taken of the Normanist controversy.
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P a r t - I

“Our land is great and rich, but there is no order in it. Come to rule and reign over us.”

-  Russian Primary Chronicle (59)

The IJoe icmb epeMHHbHbixb n tmb (Povest ’ Vremennikh Let -  Tales o f Bygone

Years, also known as the Russian Primary Chronicle) (PVL) chronicles the history of 

Kievan Rus’ from the period of its origin, the mid-ninth to twelfth centuries. It was 

formerly attributed solely to the monk Nestor, but more recently scholars have claimed 

that it is the work of more than one hand (Russian Primary, 3).

The PVL starts with the ‘ethnogeographic introduction’ that explains the division 

of the lands of the earth amongst the three sons of Noah -  Shem, Ham and Japeth, a 

common principle used by medieval geographers/historians and one also used by the 

author o f the Norse Landalysingar (Mel’nikova, Eastern World 20). The PVL gives an 

extensive description of the lands that fell to the share of each son. To the lot of Atpemb

(Japeth) fell the Cnoetne (the Slavs) (Russian Primary 2). The PVL also mentions the

Varangians. ‘Varangians’, or ‘BapariT, was the appellation used to describe 

Scandinavians who came to Eastern Europe (EE) as invaders, merchants, mercenaries or 

administrators, and settled there. The Varangians are believed to have played an 

important role in the formation o f the Old Russian State (ORS). The PVL describes them 

in some detail at the very beginning:

B A<|)eTOBt ace hucth ct,mrn> Pyc&, h bch H3bimi: Mepa, MypoMa, Bees, 

MopbflBa, SaBOJiOHbCKaa Hionb, nepMt, neuepa, Rmb, Yrpa, JIhtbu, 3HMtroJia,
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Kopct, JItTbro:ia, JIio6i>. JIaxi.Be, ace, h ripycH, Hkwb npect/tHTB k Mopio

BapaactcKOMy; no ceMy ace Mopio ct^aTB Baps3n ctMO ko BBCTOKy ¿¡.o npe^tna

Chmobb, no TOMyace Mopio ct,zpm> kb 3anany ao 3eMJit AmaHCKH h ao

BononiBCKH. A^eTOBO 60 h to KoiitHo: Bapa3H, Cbch, YpMaHe, [roTe], PycB,

AmaHe, TajinnaHe, BojiBXBa, PnMJiaHe, HtMi^n, Kopjia3H, Bchbahiih, OparoBe n 

npoHHH ... {Tales o f Bygone 4)

[In the share of Japeth lies Rus’, Chud’, and all the gentiles: Merya, Muroma,

Ves’, Mordva, Chud’ beyond the portages, Perm’, Pechera, Yam’, Ugra, Litva, 

Zimegola, Kors’, Let’gola, and Liv’. The Lyakhs, the Prussians, and Chud’ border 

on the Varangian Sea. The Varangians dwell on the shores o f that same sea, and 

extend to the eastward as far as the portion of Shem. They likewise live to the 

west beside this sea as far as the land of the English and the French. For the 

following nations also are a part of the race of Japeth: the Varangians, the Swedes, 

the Normans, the Gotlanders, the Russes, the English, the Spaniards, the Italians, 

the Romans, the Germans, the French, the Venetians, the Genoese, and so on. 

{Russian Primary 52)]

This is also the first reference in the PVL to the “Russes” of (presumably) Rus’ who are 

associated with the Varangians further in the PVL:
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859 Bb JitTO 6367. HMaxy aaHt. Bapa3H H3i> 3aM0pba Ha ^ iobh h Ha CaoBtHexb,

Ha MepH h Ha Bctxb, [h Ha] KpHBHutxb; a Ko3apH HMaxy Ha IIoHHHtxb, h Ha

CtBeptxb h Ha BaTHntxb, HMaxy no 6 ta tH  BtBepnut on . BbiMa.

862 [Bb a tm  6370]. H3brHama Baparn 3a Mope, h He Barna hmb m h h , h noaarna

caMH b co6t BoaoatTH, h He 6 t  b hhxb npaBHbi, h BbCTa poBb Ha poBb, [h]

6bima b hhxb ycorifflit, h BoeBara nonauia caM H Ha ca. [H] ptm a caMH b ce6t:

“noHmeMb co6t “KHa3a, H»ce 6bi BoaoBtab hbmh cymurb no npaBy”. [H] Hfloina 

3a Mope kb BaparoMb, k Pyci; cnue 6o Tin 3Baxyca Bapa3H Pycb, aKo ce Bpy3HH 

30Byrca CBHe, Bpy3HH »ce YpMaHe, AHbraaHe, apy3in Tbre, Taxo h ch. Ptm a

PycH Hio^b, [h] CaoBtHH, h Kphbhhh [h] Bch: “3eMaa Hama BeaHKa h odnima,

“a Hapa^a b Hen Htrb; m  non^tTe KHaacmb h Boao^tra HaMH”. H H3b6pamaca

3 6pan>a c poBibi cbohmh,[h] noama no co6t bcio Pycb, h npHBoma; CTaptMiimH,

PiopnKb, [ct^e HoBtoropoat], a BpyrHii, CHHeycb, Ha B tat-03ept, a TpeTHH

H36opbCTt, TpyBopb. [H] otb Ttxb [Baparb] npo3Baca Pycxaa 3eMaa, 

HoByropoBBHH, th cyrb aiOBbe HoBoropoBbim otb poaa BapaacbCKa, npeace 6o 

6tm a  CaoBtHH. (Tales o f Bygone 18-19)

[6367 (859). The Varangians from beyond the sea imposed tribute upon the 

Chuds, the Slavs, the Merians, the Yes’, and the Krivichians ...
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6368-6370 (860-862). The tributaries of the Varangians drove them back beyond 

the sea and, refusing them further tribute, set out to govern themselves. There was 

no law among them, but tribe rose against tribe. Discord thus ensued among them, 

and they began to war one against another. They said to themselves, “Let us seek 

a prince who may rule over us and judge us according to the Law.” They 

accordingly went overseas to the Varangian Russes: these particular Varangians 

were known as Russes, just as some are called Swedes, and others Normans, 

English, and Gotlanders, for they were thus named. The Chuds, the Slavs, the 

Krivichians, and the Ves’ then said to the people o f Rus’, “Our land is great and 

rich, but there is no order in it. Come to rule and reign over us.” They thus 

selected three brothers, with their kinsfolk, who took with them all the Russes and 

migrated. The oldest, Rurik, located himself in Novgorod; the second, Sineus, at 

Beloozero; and the third, Truvor, in Izborsk. On account of these Varangians, the 

district of Novgorod became known as the land o f Rus’. The present inhabitants 

of Novgorod are descended from the Varangian race, but aforetime they were 

Slavs. (Russian Primary 59-60)]

Soon after, the PVL seems to clarify this point even further, as if leaving no doubt at all

as to who these eapmu (Varangians) were, and what their status in these cities was:

H no t t1»mt> roponoMt cyn> Haxo^Hn//nn Bapa3H, a nepsBHH HacejibHHitH b 

HoBtropoflt CnoBtfie, [bb] nonoTBcrt Kphbhhh, b PocTOBt Mepa, b Eejit-

03ept Been, b MypoMi MypoMa ... (Tales o f  Bygone 19)
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[In these cities there are thus Varangian colonists, but the first settlers were, in 

Novgorod, Slavs; in Polotsk, Krivichians; at Beloozero, Ves’, in Rostov, Merians; 

and in Murom, Muromians. (Russian Primary 60)]

There is another instance of requesting a ruler from 970 CE:

B ce ace BpeMfl npimoma monte HoyropontcTHH, npocame KHa3a co6t: “aipe He

nonneTe k HaMt, to H ajit3eMB khh33 co6t . . .” (Tales o f Bygone 68)

[At this time came the people o f Novgorod asking for themselves a prince. “If you 

will not come to us,” said they, “then we will choose a prince of our own.”

(Russian Primary 87)]

There are also several references to the Rurikid rulers (the Russes) sending for the 

Varangians, evidently considered a formidable fighting force that had long proved itself 

in battle.

H ro p t ace npH inent Hana coBKynjiara B ot MHorn, h nocjia no Baparn mhoth 3a

Mope, Ba6a e Ha TpeKH, naKH xoTa noHTH Ha Ha. (Tales o f Bygone 44)

[Upon his return, Igor’ began to collect a great army, and sent many messengers 

after the Varangians beyond the sea, inviting them to attack the Greeks, for he 

desired them to make war upon them. (Russian Primary 72)]
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XoTflimo BojioAHMepy hth Ha üpocjiaBa, .HpocjiaBb ace, nocjiaBb 3a Mope, 

npHBeae Baparbi... {Tales o f  Bygone 127)

[While Vladimir was desirous of attacking Yaroslav, the latter sent overseas and 

imported Varangian reinforcements ... (Russian Primary 124)]

...vi npHBeaomaBaparw, [h] B^ama hmb ckotb, h coBOKynn RpocnaBb Boa 

MHorbi. {Tales o f  Bygone 140)

[With these funds they recruited Varangians whom they imported, and thus 

collected for Yaroslav a large army. {Russian Primary 132)]

The Norman Problem

The description o f the foundation o f the ORS in the PVL has led to a prolonged 

debate between scholars for the past three centuries. It led to the development of what is 

called the ‘Norman Problem’ or the ‘Varangian Problem’. A. D. Stender-Petersen defines 

the Varangian Problem as the “the problem of the part played by the Nordic- 

Scandinavian ethnic element in the history of the political and cultural creation and early 

development of the ancient Russian state” (5). Normanist scholars believed that the PVL 

points to the establishment of the ORS by the Scandinavians. Anti-Norman scholars have 

tried to disprove the claims of the Normans.

The Normanist school was firmly established with E. Kunik’s work in 1844-45 

and Vilhelm Thomsen’s Oxford lectures in 1876 (Stender-Petersen 5-6). Important early 

anti-Normanists were M. V. Lomonosov and S. A. Gedeonov. The Normanists tried to 

prove that the word Rus’ (from which ‘Russia’ was bom) derives from Swedish sources. 

The anti-Normanists produced varying derivations from the Iranian, Slavic, Khazarian,
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Hungarian, Finnish, Lithuanian and Gothic languages. Braun criticized the work done by 

both parties and felt that their conclusions were anything but unshakeable (Stender- 

Petersen 5-6). Also part o f the controversy were the names of important landmarks on the 

river routes. Thomsen interpreted the names o f the cataracts on the Dnepr as 

Scandinavian in etymology, supported by F. Braun in The Varangian Problem (1892). S. 

A. Gedeonov for his part found Slavic-Russian place-names (primarily those of rivers) 

which could be the source of the word ‘Rus” (Stender-Petersen 6).

Stender-Petersen critiques alleged Normanist tendencies 1) to model 

Scandinavian (primarily Swedish) movements in the east on the basis of known 

Scandinavian activity in the west (primarily Danish and Norwegian); 2) to see the eastern 

expansion as initiated by Swedish traders who were followed by Swedish warriors; 3) to 

accept the relevant passages o f the PVL as literal truth; and 4) to use numismatical 

evidence in order to infer the ethnic composition and movement o f the population 

(Stender-Petersen 8). He argues that the western model of Scandinavian activity cannot 

be applied to the east and that neither the traders nor the warriors were the initiators of 

the eastern expansion o f the Scandinavians (7-8).

Recent scholars such as Elena Mel’nikova and Thomas Noonan have produced 

work that is more cautious and skeptical o f both the archaeological and linguistic 

evidence. They accept that although there is considerable evidence for the presence of 

Scandinavians in EE, more than one interpretation of this presence is possible and its 

precise nature remains only partially understood. Their arguments will be discussed in 

detail presently.
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The Archaeological Evidence

The period 750-900 CE saw great changes and political and cultural movements 

in Eastern Europe and Scandinavia. After a hiatus, during which the Khazars (a Turkic 

people who lived in the region of the Caucasus mountains and the Caspian Sea and, later, 

the south-eastern Russian steppes) and the Arabs were constantly at war with each other, 

peace was established in the 760s. At this point, trade became possible, and this propelled 

the inflow of Arab silver dirhams into EE. These were eagerly sought after, but more for 

their valuable silver content than as units of currency (Noonan ix). This quest for silver 

dirhams led to a whole new system of contacts established over the Baltic, the Caspian 

and the Mediterranean seas as well as the many rivers connecting them, creating a 

network of trade that spanned Gotland, Ladoga, Novgorod, Kiev, Constantinople, and 

even Baghdad.

Given the decidedly inhospitable terrain and relative poverty o f EE in comparison 

with countries o f Western Europe, such as France and England, where wealth was 

concentrated mainly in urban centres and monasteries that were conveniently located on 

the North Sea or on rivers that emptied into the sea or on channel coasts, the motivation 

behind the Scandinavians’ coming to the area remains unclear until the influx of dirhams 

is considered (Noonan 321). Noonan proposes that dirhams first reached Russia in the 

late eighth and early ninth centuries. Neither EE nor Scandinavia had local sources of 

silver.

When Scandinavian merchants appeared in the east to trade furs in exchange for 

Arab silver in the eighth century, they discovered new passages to the Volga and 

“maintained direct communications from the Baltic to the Volga” (Mel’nikova, Eastern
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Vikings 31-33). The fact that the Baltic-Volga route was used to trade with the Arabs in 

exchange for dirhams is attested by hoards in Ladoga and its environs. Noonan dates the 

hoard found at Old Ladoga as the earliest -  786/787 (341). The huge demand for dirhams 

led to an increased supply of these coins along the newly discovered river routes, as 

demonstrated by the increasing size of hoards. Noonan notes that the primary flow of 

dirhams went north through the Volga route, while the Dnepr route was of secondary 

significance (343). It is significant that a large number of dirhams actually stayed in 

Russia, and probably only 36% were re-exported from Russia to the Baltic. It was at Old 

Ladoga that the Scandinavians first settled and from here that they forged south. Noonan 

says: “Only at Old Ladoga is there sufficient evidence to show that Scandinavian-Russian 

relations of more than a sporadic nature had developed by the early Viking Age and that 

Vikings had, in fact, come to dwell among the inhabitants of northern Russia at this time” 

(330).

Finds from the oldest level (eighth-century) in Old Ladoga include jewellery, 

shoes, ornamental combs, etc., that may have Scandinavian origins, but the most 

important archaeological finds are glass beads, of which about 50% have a barrel or 

cask-like (6ouoHKOo6pa3Hbie) and twisted (KpyneHbie) configuration found virtually 

exclusively in Northern Europe. The inference is that these beads reached Ladoga as a 

result o f contacts with the Scandinavians through the Baltic Sea (Noonan 336-337). 

Another find that convinces even a cautious scholar like Noonan of Scandinavian 

presence is a hoard (in the same level) of “twenty-six smithy’s tools and related objects in 

a craft-shop” (337).
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Noonan believes that Old Ladoga began as a “seasonal emporium ... [and 

eventually] led some of the foreigners to become permanent residents” (339). In any case, 

the cemetery at Plakun, located opposite Old Ladoga, firmly indicates that there were 

some Scandinavian permanent residents by the early ninth century in the region, because 

this is the only absolutely Scandinavian cemetery in Russia. Burial mound No. 7, a 

cremation boat grave which dates from this period, contains a Frisian jug and four beads. 

The Plakun graves provide good evidence of the transition from temporary sojourns to 

permanent living in Russia, because these were burials of migrants who came and stayed, 

even with their families, rather than of visiting merchants or warriors or mercenaries (see 

Noonan 340).

Noonan’s numismatic research pushes back the temporal frontiers of the ORS at 

Kiev by about a century. While the PVL presents the beginning of the construction of the 

ORS with the arrival o f Rurik (862 CE), the real Scandinavian association that led to the 

development of the state polities of Novgorod and Kiev which eventually united to form 

the ORS appears to be trade, and the evidence strongly suggests that this trade was well 

underway already in the eighth century, with Scandinavians settling permanently in the 

early ninth century. Thus, Noonan, along with scholars like Mel’nikova, has emphasized 

the role of trade in the initial stages of state building and the establishment o f towns 

necessary to service that trade. Although these economic conditions cannot be said to be 

wholly responsible for the establishment of the ORS, they performed two vital tasks: they 

fuelled Scandinavian movement through Russia, thereby establishing the two river routes 

that proved integral to the connection of the Northern polity with the Southern (see 

below), and they caused the subjugation o f local tribes by Scandinavians in order to
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establish the opportunity to trade with them, thereby creating conditions for a centralized 

state.

From key points on Lake Ladoga and Lake Il’men’ (in the Novgorod region), 

Scandinavian merchants had several river routes as options before them that would 

connect them eventually to the Volga, thereby creating the great, critical Baltic-Volga 

route. In all probability, this route came into use in the ninth century (Mel’nikova, 

Eastern World 31-33). Another significant feature of the emergence of the Baltic-Volga 

route is the rise o f Novgorod. Strategically located near Lake Il’men’, Novgorod became 

a prominent trade centre in the tenth century. The region’s importance was further 

reinforced by the emergence of nearby Gorodishche as the seat of the Novgorod princes.

The second region that developed as a flourishing centre in Russia was Kiev, 

because o f the Dniepr, along whose course the Baltic-Dniepr route was formed. 

Mel’nikova sees this route as a continuation of the Scandinavians’ foray along the Baltic- 

Volga route. It came to be in use from the middle of the ninth century. It is important to 

note that while the Baltic-Volga route was mainly a trade route, the Baltic-Dniepr was as 

much “the spine of the Old Russian state and its primary communication line” as it was 

an important trade route. Indeed, it enabled the connection between the Northern and the 

Southern polities with Novgorod and Kiev as their foci respectively (Mel’nikova, Eastern 

World 37).

Mel’nikova suggests that the larger aim of the Scandinavians in Russia was to 

control Constantinople, and that it is for this reason that the Dniepr route was so 

important to them. She has used the model 'X-gardr ’ to highlight the common form of 

designation given to the three major centres on this route. These places formed the
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beginning, the middle and end of the Austrvegr (East-Way), and their names fall under 

one linguistic pattern -  Holmgardr (Novgorod), Koenugardr (Kiev) and Miklagardr 

(Constantinople). According to Mel’nikova, Rurikid Grand Prince Oleg in the tenth 

century realized part of the original ambition, albeit in different circumstances and 

probably, by then, a different cultural milieu as well. He managed to gain complete 

control over the Baltic-Volga trade by joining the Northern and Southern polities of 

Novgorod and Kiev respectively, thereby creating the ORS.

As mentioned before, aside from the numismatic evidence, the strongest indicator 

o f a considerable Scandinavian presence in EE is provided by the burials of nobles and 

warriors. Mel’nikova asserts that there is no significant difference between burial types in 

medieval Scandinavia and the tenth-century burials of Rus’ nobles and warriors. Burials 

have been found that have specific Scandinavian features (burials in boats, chambers and 

urns with votive objects that are always associated with Scandinavian burials and are not 

found in Slavic burials before the mid-eighth century).

It is evident that the Rus’ brought this tradition to EE, where it was incorporated 

into the retinue culture of the State. In 922, Ibn Fadhlan, sent by the Caliph of Baghdad to 

the Bulgar Khanate at Kazan’ as secretary of an embassy, witnessed and wrote a detailed 

account of a Rus’ chieftain’s funeral. The ritual involved placing the dead man in a grave 

while preparations were made for the actual funeral. On the day of the interment the 

chieftain’s boat was brought onto land, the chieftain was dressed in rich clothes (prepared 

for him in the few days past), and nabid (mead), fruit, a musical instrument, fragrant 

plants, bread, meat, onions, weapons, a dog, horses, cows, rooster and hen were 

sacrificed and placed in the boat with him, and the female slave who had volunteered to
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die with her dead master was brought forth and put in the chamber and killed, after which 

the whole apparatus was set on fire and burnt. After this happened, a small mound was 

erected where the ship had been (Smyser 97-101).

Excavations have also revealed that in several East European burial mounds in 

Gnjozdovo and Chernigov, along with the usual grave goods (favourite wife/consort, dog, 

stallion, bed, weapons, food etc.), the remains of goat(s) have been found. Urns covered 

with goat skins and another one topped with a male goat skull has been found. Goats 

were uniquely part of the Norse god i>6rr’s cult. Two goats - Tanngniost and Tanngrisnir 

-  pull his chariot. In this avatar, i>orr is known as Oku-I>6rr, or Driving-ftorr. It is 

significant that goats are so important to borr’s cult that he actually derives one facet of 

his identity from them. In the Gylfaginning section of Snorri Sturluson’s Prose Edda, 

borr and the god Loki, with Oku-i>orr’s goats pulling his chariot, are described as out on 

an expedition. They spend the night with a peasant family where borr sacrifices his two 

goats for food, borr’s instructions to the party are to throw the bones onto the goatskins, 

which he intends to bless at dawn the next day using Mjollnir, thereby bringing the goats 

back to life. However, one of the goats becomes lame because the farmer’s son Thjalfi 

broke the bone to reach the marrow, borr is furious with Thjalfi’s carelessness and takes 

him and the peasant’s daughter as his bondsmen (Snorri 38).

By association, it seems that the goat remains found in burials may have been part 

of a funeral feast and then put into the burial in order to supply the dead with a never- 

ending source of sustenance for the journey to the afterlife and the afterlife itself. Another 

function, given that goat remains are associated with cremation graves without boats, 

may be that the goat replaces the boat as a mode of transport into the other life. The
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connection with borr is further reinforced by the presence of a bronze figurine of borr 

along with goat remains in Nepurn Moatuia (Black Mound) -  a tenth-century mound in 

Chernigov. Amulets in the shape of hammers have also been found, both in burials and 

without. A few coins with hammer markings have also been found (Mel’nikova, Old 

Norse Myths 68).

The Varangians, who formed the warrior elite of Rus’, were mostly composed of 

men of no particular ‘high’ aristocratic birth, and therefore revered borr, who was a 

popular god in the homelands (Mel’nikova, Old Norse Myths 70). All this justifies the 

presence of borr’s hammers and other symbols in noble burials of Rus’. According to 

Mel’nikova, the Varangians innovated on Scandinavian burial practices by burying 

hammers and goats, in an apparent appeal to borr in his avatar as the protector of humans 

and animals against giants and chthonic creatures. In the case of hammer amulets not 

associated with burials, borr is no doubt invoked as a protector of the living, while on 

coins borr’s hammers seem to protect against theft. In an alien ethnic environment, borr’s 

protection would have been a welcome haven, both in life and in death.

Another reason for borr’s popularity may have been his functional similarity with 

the Slavic god Perun’. borr, as god of thunder and lightning, is often compared to Perun’, 

who was the god of thunder and war. In the PVL, Perun’ is mentioned as the god the Rus’ 

prince and his retinue swear by in two instances when they sign a treaty with the 

Byzantines (Russian Primary 65, 74, 77). The Christian annalist of the PVL was probably 

unaware o f the distinction between borr and Perun’ and thus mentions Perun’ instead of 

borr. Alternatively, perhaps it is not the annalist’s ignorance that is at work here, but the
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assimilation of borr as Perun’ in the new hybrid Scando-Slavic culture. Perun’ is the most 

frequently mentioned god in the PVL.

Conclusion

The archaeological evidence thus far establishes that firstly, the Scandinavians 

were present in EE at least since the mid-eighth century; secondly, that their primary 

motivation was trade, specifically, the trade of furs and Russian forest produce en route 

for Arab silver dirhams, which they came not only to procure but also to look for its 

source and thereby develop better trading opportunities for themselves; thirdly, that their 

quest for the source of dirhams led them to discover and establish the Baltic-Volga route 

and the Baltic-Dnepr route, which together connected Novgorod and Kiev and proved to 

be instrumental in the development of the centralized ORS. The archaeological evidence 

tentatively suggests that firstly, Rus’ prince/regent Oleg, who was believed to belong to 

the group who accompanied Rurik when he came to Russia, was responsible for the 

actual consolidation of the ORS when he united the Northern and Southern polities (880- 

882 CE); and secondly, that owing to the evidence o f burials and the demographic 

distribution of the Varangians, borr was their main god who may have become

assimilated with Perun’ and henceforth identified with him.
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Part -  II

“I’ve heard that east in Russia King Valdimar has died, and his kingdom is in the hands o f his 

three sons, all good men ... Now, what I have in mind is that, as long as you agree, we go to 

Russia, visit these kings, and stay with one o f them, preferably one who intends to hold on to his 

realm but is satisfied with the way their father divided the country, for w e’re sure to win fame and 

fortune there.” -  Eymund’s saga {Vikings 71)

Archaeology is important for the study of early medieval relations between 

Eastern Europe and Scandinavia not only because the PVL states with frustrating 

simplicity (and therefore, some vagueness) what its writer assumes was the nature of the 

Scandinavian presence in EE, but also because of the sheer sparseness of other relevant 

textual evidence. Although they often complement each other and provide valuable 

information, most foreign (Byzantine, Arab, Scandinavian) historical and travel accounts 

only add to the confusion, suggesting a multitude of significations for key terminologies 

which are closely related to this milieu of economic, cultural and political relations 

between Eastern Europe and Scandinavia.

In an essay that addresses the problem o f locating traces of Scandinavian culture 

in Old Russian culture, Mel’nikova points out that an important reason for the lack of 

concrete evidence of Scandinavian pagan beliefs in Russian culture and literature was the 

arrival of Christianity in Scandinavia (911 CE). While Slavic non-Christian beliefs still 

managed more or less to coexist with Russian Christianity (988 CE), Scandinavian 

Christianity soon swept away their non-Christian beliefs, so that not only did they fade 

away from Northern Europe, they also eventually disappeared from Russia.

Scandinavian non-Christian beliefs are most likely to have been part of cultural 

interaction in tenth-century Russia when Scandinavian culture was at its height there. 

Furthermore, the legends that form the core of works such as those about Rurik, Oleg,
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Igor’, Ol’ga, Svjatoslav and Vladimir flourished in the milieu of the retinue culture of the 

ninth and tenth centuries, when the ethnic composition of the retinue was largely 

Scandinavian. In later centuries, this ethnic composition first became multi-ethnic, and 

then mono-ethnic, with Slavs dominating the scene. Mel’nikova thinks that these ethnic 

changes in such an important socio-political organisation as the royal retinue may have 

affected the passing down o f the legends over time (Old Norse Myths 71).

Furthermore, it seems logical to assume that after the assimilation of the 

Varangians in the socio-cultural surroundings o f Rus’, Norse beliefs and culture ceased to 

be novel and either assimilated into the local culture so thoroughly as to become 

indistinguishable from it or disappeared entirely with their corresponding disappearance 

from Scandinavia itself.

The Russian Primary Chronicle

Assessment of the PVL is made difficult by the fact that although its information 

comes from sources dating from the late eleventh century and was compiled in the late 

eleventh and early twelfth centuries, it survives in manuscripts from no earlier than the 

fourteenth century. Furthermore, sources for Russian historical works are “quasi- 

historical oral narratives”, heavily modified by annalists writing in the eleventh and 

twelfth centuries, who revised and innovated upon many o f the legends that form the core 

of these resultant works in order to preserve early Rus’ history for posterity and to suit 

their contemporary readership (Mel’nikova, Old Norse Myths 66). The compilation of the 

PVL was also influenced by political, ethnic and religious concerns in Russia itself. The 

PVL annalist reveals his agenda at the beginning:
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Ce noBicTH BpeMSHBHHX'b Jitrb, OTKŷ y ecTb nonuia pycicaa 3eMs, kto bb Khcbb

Hana nepBte khjkkhth, h OTKŷ y pycicaa 3eMJia CTana ecTb. (Tales o f Bygone 1)

[These are the narratives of bygone years regarding the origin of the land of Rus’, 

the first princes of Kiev, and from what source the land of Rus’ had its beginning.] 

(Russian Primary 51)

He wanted to write “the first national history of the Eastern Slavs” (Mel’nikova, Eastern 

World 95). So, the establishment of the state and the legitimacy and solid continuity of 

the ruling dynasty were important motivations behind the process of compilation.

Sources for the PVL were the Initial Compilation which combined previous Old 

Russian historical compilations with the Old Russian Chronograph, the Bible and the 

Apocrypha, and, lastly, dbuiunu (byliny), heroic epics centering on Old Russian princes 

which along with other forms of oral narratives -  both from the tribal period and the 

milieu o f retinue culture -  were probably sources that preserved the historical memories 

of Rus’. The Initial Compilation provided the translation o f a Byzantine history which 

acted not only as a model for history writing but also provided a broad view of world 

history in which to situate the history o f the Eastern Slavs. The Bible provided the 

annalist with the opportunity to correlate the history of the Eastern Slavs with that of the 

rest of the Christian world. It was also the natural ideological point of view to adopt, 

given that the PVL was compiled by a monk(s) of the Crypt Monastery, and was written 

in all probability for a Christian readership and was meant to establish the religious 

(besides the political and the ethical) “self-identification of Eastern Slavs” (Mel’nikova,
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Eastern World 96). The byliny were probably rich sources of information, part legend and 

part history. The retinue tradition o f the byliny consisted of both prose and poetry, with 

poetry dominating. The legends that were used in the Primary Chronicle were those 

centred on Askold and Dir, who took Kiev (circa 862) as Rurik’s ‘boyars’ (nobles), and 

the Rurikid princes -  Rurik, Oleg, Igor’, Ol’ga, Svjatoslav and Vladimir.

As far as the history of the Eastern Slavs before the establishment of the ORS is 

concerned, the annalist focuses on the history of the Poljane tribe, which historically 

settled in the Middle Dniepr region and made Kiev their centre. The next stage in the 

literary construction o f the establishment o f the ORS was the Varangians’s arrival and the 

agreement between the Varangians and the Slavs over “how their relations got settled” 

(Mel’nikova, Eastern World 105). The legend of Rurik taking over the reins stems from a 

tradition that grew after this agreement. Rurik’s was the first legitimate rule in the 

Scandinavian part o f this history and established the “dynasty”1 that the annalist 

highlights as producing the line o f (continuous) rulers of Rus’. Starting with Rurik, the 

annalist describes the main exploits o f the Old Russian princes and presents a consecutive 

line of rulers. In those periods o f Rus’ history when the breakup of the State into petty 

princedoms appears imminent, he goes so far as to appeal to the princes to recall their 

forefathers and, being the offspring of a single line, to prevent it happening.

This description of an unbroken line of rulers is not entirely beyond suspicion, 

because the annalist, in order to present a legitimate genealogical father-to-son succession, 

may have modified key details o f the history. According to the PVL, Oleg’s right to wrest

1 - The Rurikid princes cannot be called a dynasty in all conviction because Oleg, who took over after 
Rurik, has been described as a kinsman o f Rurik by the annalist o f the PVL, has been described as his 
commander-in-chief by the annalist o f  the First Novgorodian Chronicle (see Mel’nikova, Eastern World 
107).
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Kiev from Askold and Dir is justified by his position as Igor’s foster-father (appointed by 

Rurik) and he takes control o f that city as Igor’s regent. Askold and Dir had originally 

asked for permission to go to Constantinople with their families and are presented as 

Rurik’s nobles. On their way to Constantinople, they chanced upon Kiev and stayed back 

and “established their dominion over the country of the Polyanians at the same time that 

Rurik was ruling at Novgorod” (Russian Primary 60). In the absence of references to the 

origins of Igor’, the annalist made Igor’ Rurik’s son. There are no references to Igor’ 

being Rurik’s son in other contemporary writings. Oleg’s relationship to Rurik is also 

suspect, because while the PVL suggests that they were kinsmen, the First Novgorodian 

Chronicle says that Oleg was Rurik’s commander-in-chief.

The annalist of the PVL also had the ideal ruler in mind when he wrote his history. 

The sections of the PVL that deal with the lives and deeds of Old Russian princes are 

constituted of the following motifs: “his (her) coming to power; subjugation of 

neighbouring tribes, in most cases Slavic tribes; foundation of one or many towns; 

introduction of fixed tributes and laws; expedition to Constantinople; and death, most 

often a violent or strange death” (Old Norse Myths 72). The annalist was particularly 

concerned with the first and last two motifs and so renders them in greater detail, and it is 

here and in other stories that are not part of these legends, that traces of Old Norse beliefs 

are found (Mel’nikova, Eastern World 72-73).

The most significant echoes of Old Norse beliefs in the PVL are found in the 

sections devoted to Oleg and Ol’ga (Igor’s wife). Prince Oleg’s death is predestined:
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H npncnt oceHb, h noMjray Onerb KOHb cboíí, H»ce 6 t nocTaBHjn. kopmhth h He 

Bce^ara Ha hb, 6t  60 Bbnpainajn. boubxbobb [h] KyzjecHHKt: “on. Hero mh ecTt

yMpera?” h pene eMy icyaecHHia. ohhhb: “KHHxce! Kohb, eroxce jhoGhhih h t

3HHHIH Ha HeMb, on. Toro th yMpeTH”. (Tales o f  Bygone 37-38)

[Now autumn came, and Oleg bethought him of his horse that he had caused to be 

wellfed, yet had never mounted. For on one occasion he had made inquiry of the 

wonder-working magicians as to the ultimate cause of his death. One magician 

replied, “Oh Prince, it is from the steed which you love and on which you ride 

that you shall meet your death.” (Russian Primary 69)]

Oleg commanded that the horse be looked after but never brought before his sight. He let 

a few years pass and then asked for his horse and when he was told that it was dead, 

mocked the magicians. He asked to see the bones of the horse and when he reached the 

spot, he dismounted, laughed and kicked the skull, from which a serpent crept out and bit 

him, which resulted in his death.

Oleg’s death is comparable with the death of Órvar-Oddr (Arrow-Odd) in Orvar- 

Odds saga. Órvar-Oddr rises to the position of the ruler o f Rus’. When a child, he 

unwillingly listens to the witch Heiór’s prophecy about his death:

Skal ])ér ormr granda 

eitrblandinn,

fránn ór fomum
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Faxa hausi.

NaSr mun J)ik hoggva 

ne5an a faeti, 

f>a ertu fullgamall 

fylkir ordinn.

[The snake will strike, 

venom-filled, flashing 

from the time-wom 

skull of Faxi; 

the serpent strike 

at the sole of your foot 

when, leader o f men, 

you are full of years.

(Arrow-Odd 6)]

Oddr enlists the help o f his blood brother Asmund to dig a pit, into which they throw the 

horse Faxi’s remains after they kill him. They get large boulders and pile them on top, 

after which they slip sand between the boulders and make a mound. Believing that he has 

cheated his destiny and that the only way Faxi can ever get out is if  trolls help him, Oddr 

then puts as much distance between himself and Faxi as possible {Arrow-Odd 7). But in 

the twilight of his full life, amidst his family and friends, Oddr decides to go to Beruijod 

to see what has become of his childhood home. When he goes there, he is reminded of 

the prophecy. At that moment, a horse’s skull is sighted, and Oddr walks up to it with his
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men, wondering if it could possibly be Faxi’s. He prods the skull with his spear, and a 

snake crawls out and bites him. This snake-bite turns out to be fatal.

However, the death o f the horse in the two stories has a different tale to tell. Note 

that in the saga version, the horse is killed as soon as possible, almost after the prophecy 

is made. By contrast, in the PVL and the First Novgorodian Chronicle, the horse is not 

killed but is kept away from Oleg, so that he may never see it and thus be free of its 

predicted fatal presence. Oleg finds out about its death only after a certain amount of time 

has elapsed. The PVL and the First Novgorodian Chronicle are the oldest Old Russian 

manuscripts and date back to the early twelfth century, even though they survive from 

manuscripts from no earlier than the fourteenth century. On the other hand, later Russian 

chronicles preserve a different version of the story. The fifteenth century Tverskaja and 

Voskresenskaja chronicles mention Oleg as ordering that the horse be killed immediately. 

The Arkhangelskaja Chronicle elaborates upon this and describes how Oleg ordered that 

the horse be taken far away in the fields, presumably to put as much distance between 

himself and the horse’s evil influence as possible, and that he be decapitated with the 

body to be left behind for the birds and animals. From these two versions, one in which 

the horse is killed immediately or as soon as possible, and the other in which it probably 

dies its own death after living for some years at least, it is possible to discern two variants 

of the tale that were known to the compilers of the Russian chronicles. Mel’nikova does 

not believe that either of the two versions presents the tale in its original form as a whole, 

but that they point to a prototype that is now no longer extant (Old Norse Myths 77-79).

Mel’nikova also mentions the loss o f the ritual and mythological connotation of 

the horse in the PVL version resulting from the compiler’s ignorance concerning Norse
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mythology and belief. The magicians mentioned by the PVL specifically refer to Oleg’s 

war-horse, whereas Faxi, in Orvar-Odds saga, is just an ordinary farm horse. She 

speculates that originally the role of the horse in the Oleg/Oddr tale may have been to act 

as the intermediary between the hero and the agent o f his death. Not only does the killing 

of the horse in the saga version recall the Norse ritual of horse sacrifice, Mel’nikova 

observes that it also bears similarity to burials of evil or potentially evil creatures, such as 

sorcerers and people possessed by evil spirits described in sagas of Icelanders. Like the 

burial of Faxi, these burials involved digging a deep pit into which the corpse was placed 

and then piled up with heavy stones. The stones were placed in order to lock the evil in 

and to prevent it from escaping, the evil evidently being in a very strong way attached or 

confined to the body even in death.

However, in spite of the vanished mythological traces, the presence of motifs that 

point to key Norse pagan conceptions, such as the important intermediary role played by 

the horse and its skull, the prophecy made by the magicians, and the evil effect of the 

horse, suggests that the tale rose out o f a Scandinavian cultural milieu. Furthermore, the 

prominent representation of the hero as the ruler of Rus’ and the very background of Rus’ 

in both the saga and the PVL suggests that the tale may have appeared and flourished 

during the period o f the cultural interaction between Scandinavia and Eastern Europe.

The other most obvious interplay between Norse and Slavic narrative traditions is 

seen in the legend of Ol’ga’s revenge in the PVL. Ol’ga (reign 913-945) is informed that 

her husband Prince Igor’ has been killed by the Drevljanians who then come to take her 

as bride for their Prince Mai. Ol’ga is gracious enough and gives them the impression that 

she is in agreement with their proposal, but, as the Drevljanians are soon to find out, her
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revenge is planned in three stages. First, she buries alive the first Drevljanian envoys in 

their boat. Then, she sends for another embassy from the Drevljanians, saying that she 

needs an escort to proceed in state as their prince’s bride. She has this second group burnt 

in a bathhouse. Finally, she proceeds to meet the Drevljanians, and, upon reaching their 

land, weeps on her dead husband’s grave, ensures that the Drevljanians are well-fortified 

with drink, and when they are intoxicated, has her retinue pounce on them and kill them. 

She then goes back to Kiev and returns with an army and besieges their land, making it a 

Kievan territory.

Mel’nikova points out that the motif of a dead chieftain’s widow having to marry 

the victor is traditional in many cultures. The folklore quality of the narrative can be 

observed in several instances. For example, the folklore triad can be seen in the three 

groups o f Drevljanians and Ol’ga’s innovative three-step revenge. Furthermore, Ol’ga’s 

instructions to the first embassy are also folkloric in terms of imagery and drama:

“... a3-b yrpo nocmo no bbi, bbi ace // pun tie :  He e^eMt Ha koh^xb, hh ntimi

H^eMB, ho noHectTe hbi b Jio.qb'b; h BB3Hecyn> bh  b JiontH . . .”

(Tales o f  Bygone 55)

[“I shall send for you on the morrow, and you shall say, ‘We will not ride on 

horses nor go on foot; carry us in our boat.’ And you shall be carried in your 

boat.” (Russian Primary 79)]

Although these observations show that this legend about Ol’ga is not merely a historical 

and/or legendary account but also retains vestiges o f being a literary narrative, an
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aesthetic creation constituting a part of the folklore of a particular tradition, they are 

fairly widespread motifs and do not necessarily show any particular connections between 

Slavic and Norse traditions (Mel’nikova, Old Norse Myths 73-74).

However, the methods by which 01’ga exacts her revenge are significant, and 

stand out on account of their extraordinary similarities with Norse equivalents 

(Mel’nikova, Old Norse Myths 74). The first stage, where the Drevljanians are buried 

alive in their boat, is an innovative construction of a traditional boat burial, which as 

discussed before, was a common funerary practice in Scandinavia and was brought by the 

Rus’ to Eastern Europe. Furthermore, the practice of burning enemies alive in a house 

was also a traditional method of seeking revenge in Scandinavia. In the version of Olafs 

saga Tryggvasonar, the saga written about King Olaf Tryggvason (reign 995-1000), 

incorporated into Snorri Sturluson’s Heimskringla (thirteenth century), SigriSr the Proud, 

also a rich and powerful widow, kills her suitors by burning down the house they are 

lodged in. One o f these suitors is a minor Russian chieftain called ‘Visavald’. Not only 

does SigriSr have them burnt, but she orders that they be attacked at night with fire and 

with swords, after ensuring that everyone has been well fortified with drink at the 

evening meal. Thus, not only does SigriSr’s revenge match almost exactly Ol’ga’s second 

revenge, it also shares common features with the third stage of Ol’ga’s revenge, which is 

the massacre o f the Drevljanians by her retinue after they are hopelessly intoxicated and 

unable to defend themselves. It is possible therefore, that both the second and third 

revenge have Norse antecedents.
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Literary references in Scandinavian literature to Rus’ and Russian towns

The presence of Scandinavians in Rus’ and Rus’ identity as a trading/raiding 

centre and recruiting post for Scandinavian mercenaries is testified by numerous 

references to Rus’ and its cities in Scandinavian texts. In their book ffpeeuepyccme 

eopoda e dpeemcKaudunaecKOu nucbMeunocmu (Old Russian Towns in Old Norse 

Writing), G.B. Glazyrina and T.N. Jackson extract these references from sagas, 

geographical treatises and runic writings of Scandinavians. This section will focus on 

references to key geographical entities associated with the Eastern Slavs in these 

medieval works -  Gardariki/Gardar (Rus’, North Rus’), Aldeigja/Aldeigjuborg (Ladoga), 

Holmgardr (Novgorod) and Kamugardr (Kiev). It is significant that given the constant 

traffic between the two regions, not only were the names of cities and rivers and other 

geographical markers mentioned in literary references, there also grew a vocabulary 

surrounding the people who forayed into this territory (see below).

The name of Rus’ in medieval Scandinavian texts was Gardariki -  the kingdom 

of towns. It came from the Norse name for Rus’ -  Gardar. Gardar originated probably in 

the second half of the ninth century and was used with reference to “a chain of fortified 

points along the Volkhov” and was especially a name for Northern Rus’ (Glazyrina 18). 

The oldest reference to Gardar is found in a stanza of Olafs drapa (996 CE), composed 

by HallfreSr Difficult-Skald. Gardar is also found in the Heimskringla commonly 

attributed to Snorri Sturluson. References to Gardariki are found in Heimskringla, 

Orkneyinga saga, Hakonar saga Hakonarsonar, Eymundar pattr Hringssonar, Yngvars 

saga Vidforla and Orvar-Odds saga. A derivative form of Gardar is found in the 

expression riki Gardamanna -  ‘State o f the Gardar-people’ -  in Fagrskinna in reference
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to the inhabitants of Gardar or Rus’. An adjectival form of Gardar -  ‘gerzki ’ -  is found 

in Heimskringla and is used to describe the nationality of people from Rus’ or associated 

with Rus’. Thus, Gudleikr gerzki is ‘GuSleikr-the-Rus”  and sendimenn gerzku are 

‘ambassadors from Rus” .

Jackson emphasizes that the praise-poem Bandadrapa (c. 1010) contains the 

earliest mention of (Aldeigja) -  Ladoga. Reference to Aldeigja is also made in Sturlaugs 

saga Starfsama (Glazyrina 165). The term Aldeigjuborg for the same place, although of 

secondary importance, appears first in the Olafs saga Tryggvasonar av Oddr Snorrason 

munkr (42). Jackson discusses how Aldeigjuborg is formed by the addition of -borg to 

Aldeigja. The root -borg was used by Scandinavians in the formation of toponymy of 

Western Europe and is unusual for Rus’. The reason appears to be the location of Ladoga 

on the ‘Route from the Varangians to the Greeks’, of which it formed the first link. The 

Scandinavians knew Ladoga well already in the second half of the eighth century and 

they therefore gave it a name based on a formula (X-borg) that was familiar to them (42, 

43). References to Aldeigjuborg are also made in Heimskringla, Orkneyinga saga and 

Eymundar pattr Hringssonar.

The earliest attestation of the toponym Holmgardr (referring to modem Novgorod) 

occurs in a mnic inscription from Esta in Sodermanland dating to the first half of the 

eleventh century:

“Ingifast ordered that a rock to Sigvid, his father, be hewn. He fell at Novgorod,

helmsman with his shipwrights.” (Glazyrina 12)
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Two other runic inscriptions from Sweden, the first from Gotland dating from the mid

eleventh century and the second from Uppland dating to the second half of the same 

century, also refer to persons who died in Holmgardr. While the first is only partially 

legible and says: . -geir, who died in Holmgardr”, the second is more elaborate:

“Runa ordered that (this) memorial to Spjalbud and Svein be made, and to

Andvett, and to Ragnar, sons of her and Helgi; and Sigrid to Spjalbud, her spouse.

He died in Holmgardr i Olafs kriki.”2 (Glazyrina 13)

Holmgardr is also referenced in Morkinskinna, Snorra Edda, Heimskringla, Orkneyinga 

saga, Eymundar pattr Hringssonar, Hervarar saga ok Hreidreks konungs, Yngvars saga 

Vidforla, Gongu-Hrolfs saga, Orvar-Odds saga and the genealogy and tales from 

Flateyjarbok.

Landnamabok mentions a man called Skinna-Bjorn -  Bjorn of Furs -  as a 

Holmgardsfari -  a Novgorod-voyager (Glazyrina 22-23). Holmgardsfari is evidently not 

only an appellation for Novgorod-voyagers (i.e. people who travel to Novgorod), it also 

specifically refers to merchants. The reference to fur is also telling, since Novgorod fur 

was its most famous export, known not only in Scandinavia but also in Western Europe 

and Byzantium. There is also a reference in the Heimskringla to the skald Sigvatr, who 

“often asked, when he met merchants, Holmgardsfarar, what they could tell him of 

Magnus [Olafsson]” (Glazyrina 24). Hdlmgardsfari is proposed to be a term for one of 

the categories of Scandinavian merchants. That there exists a term specifically reserved

2 - The compilers comment on the various interpretations o f ‘i Olafs kriki’, and using M el’nikova’s 
translation into Russian, consider it safer to leave this phrase untranslated.
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for merchants traveling to Novgorod is telling in terms of the frequency and commonness 

of this level of contact between Scandinavia and Rus’. Another toponym associated with 

Novgorod -  Holmgardariki -  is found singularly in Gongu-Hrolfs saga, and is formed by 

suffixing -riki ‘state’ to Holmgardrf=Novgorod). Holmgardariki literally means 

‘Novgorodian state’.

Jackson draws attention to the fact that there are no references to Kiev earlier than 

the twelfth century, whether it is runic inscriptions of the tenth and eleventh centuries, or 

skaldic verses from the eleventh to twelfth centuries, or (with the exception of Eymunds 

Saga) in the royal sagas. However, the fact that Kcenugardr belongs to the same group of 

X-gardr toponymic appellations as the other two key cities on this route -  Novgorod 

(Holmgardr) and Constantinople (Miklagardr), and that these two were already in use in 

runic inscriptions and skaldic verse by the first half of the eleventh century and the mid

eleventh century respectively, must surely indicate that Kcenugardr was known much 

earlier than the twelfth century. This Novgorod-Kiev-Constantinople route, famously 

known as the ‘nyn> H3 Bapar b  rpeKH’ (route from the Varangians to the Greeks) was 

known to the Scandinavians as early as the ninth century. The overlooking of Kiev can 

only be explained by the fact that it was overshadowed by Novgorod, which was the 

earlier capital of the princes. The northern region, starting from Ladoga and then the 

Novgorod area around Lake Il’men’ also boasted the first ethnic Scandinavian settlers in 

Russia. Kcenugardr is also found in Eymundar pattr Hringssonar and Gongu-Hrolfs saga.

Gongu-Hrolfs saga gives another toponym associated with Kiev -  Kcenugardi 

(Glazyrina 172, 174). Here, Glazyrina points out that Kcenugardar is the plural of 

Kcenugardr (=Kiev) and may denote ‘Kievan land’ or ‘Kievan princedom’ and not the
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city o f Kiev. Kcenugardar is also found in Orvar-Odds saga (late thirteenth century) and 

Bcerings saga (thirteenth century). Another reference to ‘Kievan land/princedom’ is 

found in the Gesta Danorum o f Saxo Grammaticus as Cenogardia.

Several sagas are specifically dedicated to Russian expeditions by Scandinavians. 

Yngvars saga vidforla is primarily devoted to the adventures of the “visionary” explorer 

Yngvarr, who goes on a perilous quest in search of the source of a great East European 

river (‘Lindibelti’) ( Vikings 30). Eymundar saga describes the life and experiences of 

King Eymund at the court of Prince Yaroslav (‘Jarisleif), where he and his men serve as 

mercenaries and provide the king with their support in times of battle ( Vikings 69-89). 

Orvar-Odds saga talks about the legendary hero Orvar-Oddr (Arrow-Odd), who becomes 

the king of Russia, and then finally returns home glorious and respected, where he dies in 

accordance with a prophecy made in his youth (discussed before) at the age of three 

hundred (Arrow-Odd 1-109).

Conclusion

The Scandinavians who came to Eastern Europe in the ninth to eleventh centuries 

are believed to have played a significant role in the political, ethnic and religious 

construction of the ORS. The present chapter was aimed at discussing the extent of 

Scandinavian influence on the world of the Eastern Slavs, identifying the main historical 

sources that have initiated and fanned debate over the subject for centuries, and 

underlining the challenges in terms of lack of literary traces of this influence (thus far) in 

spite of the burgeoning wealth o f archaeological artifacts pointing to the important 

presence of the Scandinavians in Eastern Europe in the early Middle Ages. In the light of
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this deficiency, it is also aimed towards the development o f a more tolerant, patient and 

penetrating view o f Russian literary and cultural texts towards the aim of tracing 

Scandinavian influences, if  any, in them.

Having established the milieu in which this cultural exchange took place and 

discussed the problems associated with it in this chapter, the next chapter will be devoted 

to the image of the island Bujan in Russian incantations. This will be followed by the 

final chapter which discusses this image in the light of the Norse myth of Yggdrasill and 

some Eddaic poems.
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Chapter Two

Bujan and its Ancillary Motifs

“On the ocean-sea, on the island o f Bujan, the Fair Maiden sewed; she did not stop sewing, the 

blood stopped flowing.” These words are also spoken three times, without breathing air, or otherwise the 

bleeding will intensify. (Russian Folk 266)

This chapter will study representations of ocmpoe Eym  (the Island Bujan), 

primarily as they occur in oral incantations but also referring to some fairy tales. Also 

considered will be the various scholarly arguments concerning its real and abstract 

connotations. The chapter will also extensively discuss some o f Bujan’s ‘accessories’ -  

objects and figures situated on and around Bujan -  and analyze their presence and 

importance on the island. The objective will be to discover the importance and meaning 

of Bujan as it features in Russian folklore.

The oral incantations used in this thesis are taken from Pyccxuü napod -  ezo 

oôbmau, oôpndbi, npedanusi, cyeeepun u no33M (The Russian Folk -  Its Customs, Rituals, 

Legends, Superstitions and Poetry) by M. Zabylin, who has compiled this collection from 

works of prominent eighteenth and nineteenth-century scholars (N. Sakharov, G. D. 

Knigoljubov among others); from Pycaaie 3azoeopu u 3aKJiuHamm -  Mamepuanbi 

(pojibKJiopnbix sKcneduifuü 1953-1993zz (Russian Incantations and Spells -  Material from 

Folklore Expeditions of 1953-1993), which contains incantations collected in the 

twentieth century by academic scholars and is edited by V.P. Anikin; and from Pyccme 

napodnoe nepHOKHuotcue (Russian Folk Black Magic), compiled by I. P. Sakharov in the 

nineteenth century. The fairy tales used here are from A. N. Afanasyev’s three-volume 

collection PyccKue napodubie ckc&ku (Russian Folktales).
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Part - 1

Bujan appears as part of the introductory formula in folk incantations:

Ha Mope OKnaHe, Ha ocTpoBe Ha EyaHe, zieBHua KpacHtiM mejiKOM niHJia;...

(Russian F olk 266) (Source unspecified)

[On the ocean-sea, on the island Bujan, a maiden with red thread sewed; ...]

Ha Mope Ha OKHaHe, Ha ocrpoBe Ha EyaHe neacnr TOCKa; . . . (Russian Folk 277)

(From Sakharov’s ‘Legends of the Russian People’, 1841).

[On the ocean-sea, on the island Bujan lies melancholy; ...]

It is depicted in incantations used for healing purposes, to protect warriors before they go 

into battle, for hunting and fishing and so on. It is also the location where the agent or 

catalyst (animate or inanimate) of the incantation that performs or hosts the action as a 

‘sympathetic’ helper, is situated. The most commonly occurring agents are discussed 

below.

Incantations have been identified as an extremely ancient genre of folklore and 

references to them go back as far as the PVL  (Russian Prim ary 153). I. P. Sakharov says 

they are well-preserved because they were passed by sorcerers from generation to 

generation amidst an atmosphere of privileged exclusivity and secrecy, protected from 

persecution from the state or the church (9-10). Their age has also been attributed to the 

unchanging lives of Russian peasants since the early Middle Ages by Sakharov 

(“Observe their activities in the nineteenth century. They are the same, as they were in 

the tenth [and] twelfth centuries, in the eighteenth century”), who says that this has
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succeeded in preserving many o f their oldest pagan rituals and traditions (8). In addition 

to this, there is also manuscript evidence dating from the Middle Ages, written by 

Russian church elders who denounce pagan practices, such as sorcery and the clandestine 

observance of many pagan traditions amongst the folk. Nineteenth-century scholar V. I. 

Mansikka presents a detailed discussion of these manuscripts in his book Penuzm  

eocmoHHbix cnaem  (Religion o f the Eastern Slavs). However, the recording of 

incantations and scholarly research on them began only with Sakharov in the early 

nineteenth century.

V. Vilinbakhov claims that Bujan incantations are probably the most ancient. In 

his 1967 article Tam a ocmpoea Eynna -  nezendu u (paKmu (The Secret of the Island of 

Bujan -  Legends and Facts), Vilinbakhov complains how magical formulae used in 

incantations are not understood by the sorcerers themselves. They are unable to explain 

what ‘Anamupb KaMem ' (‘Alatyr’Stone’) and ‘Ocmpoe Eym  ’ (the island Bujan) mean 

and justify their usage by explaining that these formulae were used by their 

“grandmothers and great-grandmothers” (52). Thus, ironically, the concept o f Bujan is 

little understood anymore by sorcerers -  the very people who have perhaps succeeded in 

preserving it for many centuries by passing it on amidst great secrecy from generation to 

generation.

Ancillary Motifs of Bujan

References to Bujan are always accompanied by its ancillary motifs:

Onuan-Mope (‘Ocean-Sea’) is the body of water most commonly mentioned as 

surrounding Bujan. It is depicted thus in incantations:
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Ha Mope OKHaHe ... (Russian Folk 266)

(Source unspecified)

[On the Ocean-sea ...]

Ha Mope Ha OKHaHe ... (Russian Folk 266)

(Source unspecified)

[lit. On the sea on the Ocean ...]

... Ha Mope Ha OKHaH, no# ny6 MOKpeincoft. (Russian Folk 270) 

(From Knigoljubov’s manuscript)

[... on the sea on the Ocean, under a wet oak]

... Ha Mope KnaHe! (Russian Folk 269)

(From Knigoljubov’s manuscript)

[... on the sea Kiyan!]

Most incantations locate Bujan on the Ocean-Sea, and do not provide any further 

information about the Ocean-Sea itself. In some incantations, the Ocean-Sea is described 

as being situated in the ‘hhcto none’ (open/clear field).

CTaHy a He ônarocnoBacb, noifny He nepeKpecracb, H3 h36h  He neopaMH, H3 

ÆBopa He BopoTaMH, b hhcto none. B tom none ecTb OKHaH-Mope, b tom Mope 

ecTb AnaTbipb-KaMeHb, Ha tom KaMHe ctoht CTon6 ot 3eMnn £0 He6a orHeHHbiii, 

non TeM CTon6oM neacHT 3Mea acryna, onmona. (The Russian Folk 284) (Supplied 

to the Report of the Ethnographic Department of 1878 by P. A. Ivanov of Pinega)
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[I don't stand blessed, don't set out crossed, from the izba not to the courtyards, 

from the courtyard not to the gates, to the open/clear path/field. In that path/field 

is the Ocean-sea, in that sea is the Altar-Stone, on that stone stands a fiery pillar 

from the earth to the sky, under that pillar lies a burning serpent, spitting.]

In other incantations, the Ocean-Sea is entirely replaced by another body of water, such 

as the Black Sea or the Caspian Sea:

E ctb b 3anaUHOH cTopoHe Mope Hepuoe; b tom Mope ecTb ocipoB. Ha tom ace 

ocTpoBy Bbipocno apeBo ... (Russian F olk  343) (Written by P. S. Efimenko from 

an old manuscript, obtained from a peasant from Arkhangel’sk province. Date 

unknown.)

[There is in the west the Black Sea; in that sea is an island. On that island there 

grew a tree ...]

3a MopeM 3a chhhm, 3a MopeM XBanbiHCKHM, nocpenuHe OioiaH-Mopa neacHT 

ocTpoB EyaH ...(Russian F olk  294) (From Sakharov’s ‘Legends of the Russian 

People’, 1841)

[Beyond the blue sea, beyond the Caspian Sea, in the middle of the ocean-sea lies 

the island Bujan ...]

In all probability, the Ocean-Sea is the ‘Great Ocean’ or ‘World-Ocean’ that surrounds 

the landmass inhabited by living creatures in cosmologies of several cultures. In Russian
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tradition, the rjiydunnan m uza  (Book of Deep Wisdom) states that the Ocean-Sea “runs 

around all lands” (Afanasyev, Poetic Impressions Vol. I I 122).

JJy6 /M ucm unecK uU  dy6 (‘Oak / Mystical O ak’) is the oak tree standing on 

Bujan. Occasionally, the tree is not mentioned as standing on Bujan at all and is 

described as standing on the Alatyr’Stone (see below) in the middle of the sea. At times, 

it is replaced (or indicated?) by a cmon6 (‘post’ or ‘pillar’) depicted as standing in the sea. 

This tree or post acts as a background for the action of the incantations.

Ha Mope Ha Kum e, Ha ocTpoBe Ha EysHe, Ha nojion nonane, non nySoM 

MOKpemcHM chhht pad Eomchh (hma) ... (Russian Folk 269)

(From Knigoljubov’s manuscript)

[On the Kijan-sea, on the island of Bujan, on the land of the Poljan, under a 

greasy oak sits the servant of god (name)...]

3a aajibHHMH ropaMH ecTb OKHaH-Mope aceJie3Hoe, Ha tom Mope ecTt ctoji6 

MenHHH, Ha tom CToSjie mchhom ecTt naciyx uyryHHHH, a ctoht ctojiG ot 3cmjih 

ho He6a, ot BocTOKa ho 3anana, 3aBemaeT h 3anoBenHBaeT tot nacTyx cbohm 

HeTflM: ...(Russian Folk 272)

(From Sakharov’s ‘Legends of the Russian People’, 1841)

[Beyond the far mountains is the iron ocean-sea, on that sea is the iron pillar, on 

that iron pillar is the cast-iron shepherd, and stands the pillar from earth to sky, 

from east to west, bequeathes and preserves that shepherd for his children: ...]
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MucmmecKuu is not the only adjective attached to the oak. MoKpeifKuu or MOKpuu 

(greasy, wet) is also frequently applied to it (see above). In many incantations, the Oak or 

post/pillar is the place where different magical creatures (e.g. Raven, Falcon, Serpent, old 

men) are located. Some of these creatures are appealed to for help:

3a MopeM 3a chhhm, 3a MopeM XBajitmcKHM, nocpe^HHe OKnaH-Mopa jiokht 

ocipoB By«H, Ha tom ocTpoBe Byjme ctoht ffy6, noji TeM jy6oM »crayr 

ceflMepHHeio ceMb CTapueB, hh CKOBaHHbix, hh CBa3aHHtix. (Russian Folk 294) 

(From Sakharov’s ‘Legends o f the Russian People’, 1841)

[Beyond the blue sea, beyond the Caspian Sea, in the middle of the Ocean-sea lies 

the island of Bujan, on that island stands an oak, under that oak live seventy-seven 

old men, neither fettered nor chained.]

Oaks are associated with wonderful and magical creatures in Russian folklore. In 

a fairy tale, a young princess procures two magical dresses with the stars, the Month and 

the Sun on them, and a swine’s hide, and leaves home. The overcast sky threatens a storm 

and, seeing a huge oak, she sits amongst its thick branches. A tsar’s servants are 

frightened by the young princess in the swine’s hide and cry out at the sight of “not a 

beast, but a monster monstrous, a marvel marvellous” (Afanasyev, Russian Folktales Vol. 

I I 395). Russian fairy tales also ascribe mystical powers -  both good or bad -  to the oak 

itself. For example, two peasant brothers set out on a quest and decide to spend the night 

under a huge oak which soon becomes an assembly of demons (Vol. 1115). Thus, 

Henucmbie e m u  (‘evil forces’) collect at the oak (Vol. Ill 533). The oak becomes a
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helping agent when the hero needs a ship and is told -  “go to such-and-such an oak, 

knock on it thrice with [your] club and say: come out, ship! come out, ship! come out, 

ship! As the ship comes out to you, at that same time, give the oak a command thrice so 

that it shuts itself up” (Vol. 1 284).

The following incantation presents a picture o f the Post/Pillar which spans the 

earth and the sky, and reach across east and west:

B tom none ecTt OioiaH-Mope, b tom Mope ecr& AjiaTbipt-KaMeHb, Ha tom KaMHe 

ctoht ctojiS ot 3eMJiH no HeSa orHeHHHH, non TeM ctoji6om JiencHT 3Mea aeryna, 

onmona. (Russian Folk 284)

(Supplied by P.A. Ivanov to an 1878 report by the Ethnography department of 

Pinega)

[In that field is the Ocean-sea, in that sea is the Alatyr’ Stone, on that stone sits a 

post/pillar from earth to the fiery sky, under that pillar lies a fiery, biting serpent.]

K p a m a R  d ee  1114a  (‘Fair Maiden’) is probably the most important and most 

intriguing of all o f Bujan’s ancillary motifs:

“Ha Mope OioiaHe, Ha ocTpoBe Ha Eyime, neBHua KpacHtiM menKOM umjia; ihhtb 

He CTana, pyna (KpoBt) nepecTana.” 3th cnoBa to nee roBopaT TpH pa3a, He 

nepeBona nyxa, a HHane KpOBOTeneHHe MonceT ycHJiHTbca. (Russian Folk 266) 

(Source unspecified)
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[“On the Ocean-sea, on the island of Bujan, the Fair Maiden sewed; she did not 

stop sewing, the blood stopped flowing.” These words are also spoken three times, 

without breathing air, or otherwise the bleeding will intensify.]

Although KpacHan deeuifa can refer to any ‘fair maiden’, a young, usually 

unmarried woman, the frequent appearance o f this figure in folklore and fervent 

invocations to provide aid in difficult situations reveals that it also represents a divine 

concept. She is thus depicted in two ways in incantations: as a mortal, and as a divine 

figure. This section will distinguish between and address both types of references, with 

particular emphasis on the latter type.

A common use of the terminology Kpacnaa deeuifa is seen in ‘Love/Amorous 

incantations’, incantations related to beauty or beautification, and those intended to ward 

off the evil eye, where it is merely a poetic reference to a beautiful young, unmarried 

woman. For example:

.. .BbinycKaio a cnjiy Moryny Ha (Taicyio-To) KpacHyio fleBHqy ... Eyzm t b i, cHJia 

Moryna, ee KpoBb ropionyio, ee cepmje KHnynee Ha jhoSobb k (TaKOMy-To) 

nojnoboBHOMy MOJioauy. (Russian Folk 279)

(Source unspecified)

[I release powerful force(s) against (so-and-so) fair maiden ... May you (make), 

powerful force, her blood hot, his heart turbulent in love towards (so-and-so) 

lovelorn youth.]

MojiHTBaMH cbhtbim, Eoace, OTen Ham, MHJiyfi mk Tocno^H, pa6y (hmji) ot

crjia30B -  ot cTapbix erapHKOB, ot Monom-ix MOjiojmeB, ot CTapbix CTapymeK, ot
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MOJioflbix mojioaok, ot KpacHbix ot fleBOK ... (Russian Incantations 80)

[Through prayers sacred, God, our Father, pardon Lord, the servant (name) from 

the evil eye(s) -  from old men, from young youths, from old women, from young 

men, from fair maidens ... ]

The instructions along with the second incantation (rec. Kaluga province, 1979 from T. B. 

Vorob’eva (bom 1899)) require that it be read three, five and/or (unclear in instructions) 

twelve times at daybreak over water that must be sprinkled on the child (for whom the 

incantation is uttered) without startling him, and such that people do not see one chanting 

or performing this ritual. The child should then be taken to the threshold and bathed. A 

closing prayer would be said to seal the effects of the previous ritual and incantation.

However, there is another kind o f depiction of the Kpacnm deeuifa as well. It is 

significant that the Kpacnaa deeuifa and the Marne npecewnan Boeopoduifa (lit. ‘Holy 

Mother the Blessed Virgin, Giver of Birth to God’, presumably refers to Jesus Christ’s 

mother Mary, judging from the presence of this character in ‘Christian’ incantations) are 

found to be interchangeable in incantations:

Xo3HHKa CHHMaeT noac h nepeB»3biBaeT npaByio Hory, Ha KOTopyio cazurrca. 

Tocno/m, SjiarocJioBH, a  an, T ocnoan, b ao6pbift uac. ITaraHua npaocoBba 

npHHecjia, npecBHTaa Boropoiuma yMa-pa3yMa aajia. Kaic 6oropo,mma Ha 

npecTone ch^ht, KpacHaa aeBHita no« bchuom ctoht, TaK h tm, MaTymKa- 

KopoBKa ctoh. necTpyHiomKa, ctoh ropofi, aoft peKoii. Topa He c^BHraeTca, peKa
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He nepeSeraexca, 3aM0 K jcjitohom 3aKpbiBaeTca, TaK, moh cJiOBa, 3anHpaHTeci>, 

3auoacaHTecb. Bo bckh bckob. Amhhb. {Russian Incantations 186)

[The owner removes the girdle and dresses the right foot, on which it sits. Lord, 

bless, give, Lord, good luck. Praskovja Pjatnitsa bore, the Holy Mother the 

Blessed Virgin gave a mind. Like the Blessed Virgin sits on a throne, the Fair 

Maiden under a halo stands, so may you, mother-cow, stand. Lemming, stand on a 

hill, milk like a river. The mountain does not budge, the river does not run over, 

the lock is locked with a key, thus, my words, lock up, lie in place. For all time. 

Amen.]

This incantation falls under the category ‘For Cattlekeeping’, and was recorded in 

Arkhangel’sk province from M. S. Zlovidova (bom 1873) in 1963. It appears that with 

the arrival of Christianity in Russia, the Fair Maiden was often replaced in incantations 

with the ‘Blessed Virgin Mother of God’ or Mary, easily the most important female 

figure in Christianity. This suggests that the Fair Maiden must have been an important 

figure o f veneration in her own right and that the expression ‘Kpacuan deeuifa’ is not 

restricted to descriptions of youthful female beauty.

N. Poznanskii notes the abundant references to the Fair Maiden in incantations 

related to blood. She is usually pictured as sitting on the Alatyr’Stone, where she sews 

with thread (often red-coloured). For example, she prominently figures in incantations 

that are meant to stop blood from flowing from wounds:
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Ha Mope Ha OKHaHe, Ha oerpoBe Ha ByaHe jiexcHT Sea-ropiOH KaMeHb Ajiarbipb, 

Ha tom KaMHe, Ajiarape, ch^ht KpacHaa aeBHpa, niBea MacTepnua, êpacHT nrjiy 

SyaaTHyio, B êBaeT HHTKy mejiKOByio, pyaa xcejrryio, 3amHBaeT paHbi KpoBaBbie. 

3aroBapHBaio a pa6a (TaKoro-To) ot nope3y. EyjiaT, nponb oTCTaHb, a th, xpoBb, 

Tenb nepecTaHb. (Russian Folk 266-267)

(From Sakharov’s ‘Legends of the Russian People’, 1841)

[On the ocean-sea, on the island Bujan lies the white-hot stone Alatyr’, on that 

stone, Alatyr’, sits the Fair Maiden, expert-seamstress, holds a damask needle, 

threads [it with] silk thread, yellow ore, sews bloody wounds. I, servant (so-and- 

so) cast a spell against the cut. Damask, away you go, and you, blood, stop to 

flow.]

Poznanskii believes that Kpacucm deeuifa ’ in these incantations must be understood 

literally as the ‘Red’ Maiden and not the ‘Fair’ Maiden. Thus, incantations that depict the 

‘Red Maiden’ are examples of sympathetic magic, where the patient is ‘cured’ by the act 

performed by a supernatural figure upon an object. The epithet ‘Kpacucm ’ (red) is 

“directed to that phenomenon which the incantation addresses, and [which] is carried out 

in the incantation”, i.e -  it is directed at the flow o f blood, which will stop after the ‘Red’ 

Maiden finishes sewing. The red thread is a further development o f this epithet 

(Poznanskii 223). However, Poznanskii’s theory holds good only for incantations related 

to blood. There are several other incantations as well that mention the Kpacucm deeuifa, 

and his dismissal of this widespread motif in the rest o f Russian folklore as referring only 

to beautiful, young women does not address them.
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The epithet xpacHcm (nominative, singular, feminine) is significant because it is 

attached to the identity of the woman, whether mortal or divine. George Vernadsky says 

that in modem Russian, the adjective Kpacnuu (nom., masc., sing.) means ‘red’, while in 

ancient times, upacnoe (nom., sing., neut.) meant ‘beautiful’ and was the most common 

epithet for the Sim in folklore {xpacnoe comife) (32). Grand Prince Vladimir o f Kiev 

(956-1015) is also known as Kpacnoe comife when he figures in byliny. Here is a 

relevant excerpt from a ‘Love/Amorous incantation’:

“Kax pa6 Eohchh H. jikdSht pafiy Eoacrno H., Tax hto6h h pa6a Eoxchh H. He 

Morna 6e3 Hero hh xchtb, hh r a n t ... h nouHTana ero Jiyurne oTua h MaTepn, 

Genoro Mecapa h xpacHoro acHa coJimniiKa .. .” (Russian F olk287)

(Provided by P. A Ivanov of Pinega)

[Like the servant of God N. loves the servant of God N., then so that the servant 

o f God N. is not able to live, or drink without him ... and may consider him better 

than [her] father and mother, the white Month and the ardent clear Sun ...]

References to dawn are found in incantations, which is depicted as feminine (an 

easy conclusion to draw since 3apn -  ‘dawn’ is a feminine noun) and is usually associated 

with the Fair Maiden, where the Kpacnm deeuifa is called 3apn 3apnuifa -  (  3apn ’ =  

‘dawn’, ‘dusk’, ‘3apHUifa ’ = ‘lightning’). Thus, she is associated with sunrise and sunset, 

and in the second case, with midnight as well:
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3apa 3apHHua, KpacHaa neBHna, nojiyHommma! B nojie 3asn, b Mope KaMeHB ...

(.Russian Folk 335)

(From Sakharov’s ‘Legends of the Russian People’, 1841)

[Dawn-Lightning, Fair Maiden, midnight! In the field is a rabbit, on the sea a 

stone ...]

Hano Ha 3apio Tpn pa3a chochtb h cica3aTB, h noKJiamiTBCH: 3apa-3apHHna, 3apa -  

KpacHaa neBuna, nm  pa6y EoKBeMy (hmh) coh, bo3bmh 6eccoHBe, «aft onoKofi, 

B03BMH SecnoKOHCTBO. (Russian Incantations 49) (rec. 1975 from A. I. Jarina 

(bom 1883) of Arkhangelsk province)

[Must be brought in front of Dawn, and to say, and to be made to bow: Dawn- 

Lightning, Dawn -  Fair Maiden, give the servant of God (name) sleep, take away 

sleeplessness, give peace, take away restlessness.]

The first incantation is chanted to alleviate toothache while the third falls in the category 

‘To Prevent Sleepnessless and Crying [of Infants]’. Other incantations mention both 

dawn and dusk, and ask that the child be made to greet and often bow before both. In 

some cases, this procedure has to be repeated again for success. In all cases, it is 

compulsory to go out and face the dawn or dusk or at times, both.

A n a m b ip b  / J lan tb ipb  KOM em  (‘Alatyr’Stone’) is often described as located on 

Bujan, although there are several incantations in which the island is omitted entirely, and 

the stone is vaguely described as being situated on the Ocean-Sea. On occasion, it 

replaces Bujan. In some incantations, reference is made to an ‘ocean-stone’ in an
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open/clear field/path on which the Fair Maiden is seated. Often, the Fair Maiden or a 

certain number of old men (usually seven, seventy or seventy-seven) are found sitting on 

the Alatyr’Stone and performing miracles or rendering aid. The following are two 

examples that depict the Alatyr’Stone:

Ha Mope Ha OKHaHe, Ha ocTpoBe Ha EyaHe jiokht Sea-ropiOH KaMent AnaTbipb, 

Ha tom KaMHe, Ajiarape, ch^ht KpacHaa /teBHna, mBea MacTepnua, ^epacHT aray 

6yjiaTHyio, B^eBaeT HHTKy rueJiKOByio, pyzja xcèjrryio, 3amHBaeT paHbi 

KpoBaBbie... (Russian Folk 266-267)

(From Sakharov’s ‘Legends of the Russian People’, 1841)

[On the ocean-sea, on the island Bujan lies the white-hot stone Alatyr’, on that 

stone, on Alatyr’, sits the Fair Maiden, expert seamstress, holds a damask needle, 

threads silk thread, yellow ore, sews bloody wounds ...]

... B HHCTOM nOJie CTOHT CB3T OKHaH-KaMeHb, Ha CBaTOM OKHaH-KaMHe CHflHT

KpacHaa aeBHita c meJiKOBOÌi hhtkoìì ...(.Russian Folk 267)

(From ethnographic reports from 1847)

[... In the open/clear field/path stands the holy ocean-stone, on the ocean-stone 

sits the Fair Maiden with a silk thread ...]

Thus, the Alatyr’Stone is often described as ‘6eji-ropiOH’ or ‘white-hot’, and is 

significantly also described as ‘cbht’ -  ‘divine’ or ‘holy’ in the second incantation above. 

Often, it is depicted as if floating in the ocean-sea, the Post/Pillar standing on it ‘ot 3Cmjih 

ffo He6a orHeHHMH’ -  ‘from the earth to the fiery sky’:
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... B tom none ecn> OxuaH-Mope, b tom Mope ecTb AnaTbipb-xaMeHb, Ha tom 

KOMHe CTOHT CTOJIÔ OT 3CMJIH ÆO HeÔa OTHeHHblH, nOff TeM CTOJIÔOM Jie»CHT 3Me»

^cryna, onmoua. (Russian Folk 284)

(Supplied by P.A. Ivanov to a report by the Ethnography department o f Pinega)

[... In that field is the ocean-sea, in that sea is the Alatyr’-stone, on that stone 

stands a pillar from the earth to the sky fiery, under that pillar lies a fiery, biting 

serpent.]

In some incantations, the Alatyr’Stone is not a real participant in the action and 

appears only at the end as ratification, where its power is invoked in order to keep the 

effects of the incantation safe from the possibility of reversal upon the sorcerer or the 

patient/client. For example:

3aMbiKaio cboh 3aroBop ceMbKwecaTbio ceMbio 3aMKaMH, ceMbio^ecaTbio ceMbio 

nenxMH, ôpocaio kjhohh b OxnaH Mope, no/t ôen-ropioH xaMem. Arcarbipb. 

(Russian Folk 277)

(From Sakharov’s ‘Legends of the Russian People’, 1841)

[I lock my incantation with seventy seven locks, seventy seven chains, throw the 

keys in the Ocean-sea, under the white-hot stone Alatyr’.]

This practice o f sealing one’s words by putting a lock and key on them and then
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tossing the key under the Alatyr’Stone is a common image in incantations, and attributes 

to the Alatyr’Stone the added function of acting as a ‘safe’ or protector. Under it, 

precious things or magical creatures lay hidden, such as the LUym (‘Pike’), which has the 

key to the said incantation in its belly.

The Alatyr’Stone is also mentioned at the end to help assert the power and 

permanence of the incantation itself, after it has done its work. Stone as a material was 

often considered magical because of its enduring hardness:

“Cjiobo Moe Kpernco, kuk deji-ropton KaMem> AnaTHpt.” (Russian Folk 279):

(Source unspecified)

[My word is hard, like the white-hot stone Alatyr’.]

Also, in battle/war incantations, incantations meant to protect soldiers from bullets and 

arrows invoke the hardness o f the Alatyr’Stone and ask that they might be as invincible 

as the Alatyr’Stone itself. In the second incantation, it is believed to possess unlimited 

strength:

... A 6yzu> Moe CHJibHee bozuj, Bbime ropw, Taacejiee 30Ji0Ta, xcpenne ropiouero 

KaMHfl AnaTbipa, Morynee 6oraTbipa. (Russian Folk 271)

(From Sakharov’s ‘Legends of the Russian People’, 1841)

[And may I be stronger than water, higher than a mountain, heavier than gold, 

stronger than the hot stone Alatyr’, more powerful than a bogatyr’.]



“Ha Mope Ha oKHaHe ecTb Sen-ropioH (cBeTsmHHca) KaMeHb AjiaTbipt, hhkcm 

HeBenoMHii, no a reM KaMHeM coiepbiTa cnjia Moryna, h chjih HeT KOHua.” 

(Russian Folk 279)

(Source unspecified)

[On the ocean-sea is the white-hot (luminiscent) stone Alatyr’, invisible to all, 

under that stone is concealed mighty strength, and strength without end.]

Incantations that depict the Alatyr’Stone often start with an introductory formula 

that shows the sorcerer “going east”:

CTaHy a, pa6 TaKofi-TO, SjiarocnoBacb, noifay, nepeicpecTJicb, H3 flBepen b aeepH, 

H3 BopoT b BopoTa, b hhcto none, b no,n,BOCTOHHyio cTopoHy, k MopK) k OioiaHy, 

b Mope-OKHaHe neacHT AjiaTbipb-KaMeHb ... (Sakharov 68)

[I stand, servant so-and-so, blessed, go, crossed, from door to door, from gate to 

gate, into the open/clear field/path, on the eastern side, to the ocean-sea, in the 

ocean-sea lies the Alatyr’stone ...]

OzHeHHbiu 3Meu (‘Fiery Serpent/Dragon’) is the usual term used to describe the 

Bujan Serpent:

... B tom none ecTb OKHaH-Mope, b tom Mope ecTb AjiaTbipb-KaMeHb, Ha tom 

KaMHe ctoht ctoji6 ot 3eMJin no Heda orHeHHbm, non TeM ctojiSom Jie>KHT 3Mea 

acryna, onmona. 9l toh 3Mee noKJiOHiocb h noKopiocb: “Oh ecn, tbi 3Mea! He »era,
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He naJiH mchji, noaneTafi no^ BocTOHHy cropoHy, b bbicok TepeM, b hobbih mcon 

(noKOft), nyxoBy nepHHy, menKOBy nonyimcy, k neBHne H., pa3oacrH h pacnana y 

toh fleBHpw 6eJioe Teno ... (Russian Folk 284)

(Supplied by P.A. Ivanov to a report by the Ethnography department of Pinega)

[... In that field is the Ocean-sea, in that sea is the Alatyr’stone, on that stone 

stands a pillar from earth to the sky fiery, under that pillar lies a fiery, biting 

serpent. I bow and submit to that serpent: “Oh you serpent! Do not bum, do not 

scorch me, fly in the eastern direction, to a high tower, in a new chamber, on a 

bed of down, on a silk pillow, to the maiden N., inflame and scorch the white 

body of that maiden ... ”]

The ancient name of the Bujan Serpent was Fapa^en  -  Garafen. It is first and foremost 

fiery and is described either as flying off to a particular destination to perform the action 

that it is being invoked to perform, or as lying at the foot of the Bujan oak or post/pillar, 

guarding an object o f significance. It always participates as an adversary or evil figure.

In HcmopunecKue Kopnu eomueSuou ckcisku (Historical Roots of the Fairy Tale), 

Vladimir Propp expresses regret that the serpent is never described in the Russian fairy 

tale -  “We know what a snake looks like [in reality], but we do not know this in terms of 

tales” (197). The same can be said for incantations. Propp also believes that the teller of 

fairy tales himself did not know what the serpent looked like, and that it was a very 

ancient image that has gradually faded in the folk imagination, so that its reconstruction 

becomes a difficult and complex task.

The depictions of the serpent in this incantation bring out its key folkloric features. 

The fairy tale Serpent/Dragon is always ‘fiery’, even though the audience is never told
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how the fire is actually produced. It is possible that it breathes fire. It is only certain that 

the serpent carries the fire within itself and spews it forth at the right moment. Secondly, 

several fairy tales present a corresponding picture of a flying serpent. In the incantation 

mentioned above involving the ‘inflaming’ o f a young maiden’s heart with desire for a 

particular suitor, the serpent’s power to fly is invoked -  “He kth, He najiH Mem, noneTafi 

non BOCTOHHy CTopoHy, b bbicok TepeM, b hobbih nKOH (noKoft)” (“do not bum, do not 

scorch me, fly east to a high tower, in a new chamber”) (Russian Folk 284). Like the fiery 

aspect, it is unclear how these serpents fly, and in Afanasyev’s collection of folktales, 

Propp notes only one fairy tale that makes reference to ‘fiery wings’ -  “oraeHHbie 

KpbiJib«” (Vol. 1244). None of the incantations studied here contain any such reference. 

This ability to fly is interwoven with another fairy tale motif -  kidnapping of women, 

modified to suit the purpose of the incantation. Often, the Serpent/Dragon terrorizes an 

entire village or town, taking as extortion one fair maiden (sometimes annually) to serve 

as food (Afanasyev, Russian Folktales Vol. I 327). Sometimes, the Serpent/Dragon 

kidnaps fair maidens to be his wife (Vol. II 93). In some cases, the kidnapper may also be 

Koschei the Deathless, a notorious figure usually pictured as an emaciated demonic old 

man. His death, which the hero must bring about if  he is to free his captive beloved, is 

contained in a chest kept under the Bujan oak. The chest contains a hare, which contains 

a duck, which in turn contains an egg. Inside the egg is a needle with Koschei’s death on 

its tip that must be destroyed if  he is to die (Vol. 1 359).

In the incantation mentioned, however, the figure of the serpent-kidnapper is 

modified so that the serpent does not actually kidnap the young maiden, but performs the 

act of flying to the tower where she sleeps, totally oblivious, and ‘inflames’ her heart
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with desire, presumably by stinging her and perhaps injecting into her the ‘fire’ of desire, 

instead of venom. Thirdly, as shown by the incantation, another key function of the 

serpent is to fiercely guard an important object that must be retrieved if the sorcerer and 

the fairy tale hero are to succeed in their various quests. In incantations, this could be a 

concrete object, while in fairy tales the serpent guards the Kalinovy Bridge that contains 

entry to the Thrice-ten Tsardom, a mysterious world that the hero must visit if  his quest is 

to be successful.

Bopon (Raven) is the sorcerer’s helper in incantations. It is the agent of 

sympathetic magic. The second excerpt below is an incantation used by military men who 

need to free from the clutches of the ‘3Meii oraeHHbiH’ a seven-pood key that unlocks 

the royal tower o f Vladimirov, where a coveted harness possessing incredible powers and 

belonging to the bogatyry o f Novgorod, is kept. The Raven, who is enigmatically 

described as “bccm BopoHaM CTapniHH 6paT” (the eldest o f all ravens) (emphasizing, in 

all probability, its wisdom and magical powers) is supposed to procure the seven-pood 

key from the Serpent. It harbours a perpetual enmity with the Bujan Serpent, and 

Afanasyev says that the main task of the Bujan Raven is to attack the Fiery 

Serpent/Dragon o f Bujan (Afanasyev, Poetic Impressions Vol. I I 133).

B MeipoBCKOM ye3£e Han, o6pe3aHHbiM hjih nopySjieHHbiM MecTOM 3Haxapn 

roBopaT Tpn pa3a: “JleTHT BopoH uepe3 HepHoe Mope, HeceT HHTKy menKOBHHKy; 

TbI, HHTKa, oSopBHCb, a TbI, KpOBb, yHMHCb”. IlOCJie Toro KaXCJtblH pa3 ayiOT Ha 

nope3aHHoe mccto. (Russian Folk 267)

3 - A pood is an Old Russian measure of weight, equivalent to 16.38kg.
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(From Kaliostro’s ‘Secret Charms’, 1876)

[In the Meschovskii distt. In a truncated or cut-down place, sorcerers say three 

times: “There flies a raven across the Black Sea, holds a silk thread; you, thread, 

snap, and you, blood, stop.” After this each time they blow on the wounded part.]

... Ectb Ha Mope Ha OKHaHe, Ha ocrpoBe Ha EysHe bopoh, BceM BopoHaM 

cTapniHH 6par; oh aojictht ao Mopa ao XBajibiHCKoro, 3aicjnoeT 3Mea oraeHHoro, 

npHTamHT kjhoh ceMHnyqoBHH: a bopoh nocaaceH 3J1010 BeatMoio Khcbckoio.

(Russian Folk 275)

(From Sakharov’s ‘Legends of the Russian People’, 1841)

[... There is on the Ocean-sea, on the island Bujan a raven, the eldest brother of 

all ravens; he flies to the Caspian Sea, bites the fiery serpent, hauls a seven-pood 

key: and the raven is a proxy to an evil Kievan witch.]

In a fairy tale that depicts a prince’s attempt to rescue his mother from Koschei 

the Deathless, a raven, whose life the hero had spared earlier, comes to his aid. The raven 

helps him by catching the duck (which carries the egg that contains Koschei’s death) and 

delivering it to Ivan (Afanasyev, Russian Folktales Vol. 1359). The same motif of the 

hero sparing the life of the raven is seen in another fairy tale. The significant feature of 

this story is that this time the raven not only tells the prince how to save himself each 

time, but it also predicts the three attempts that will be made by the prince’s stepmother 

to kill him (Vol. I I 231). This is the prophetic (BemHH) gift of the Raven often referred to 

in incantations as well. Another tale narrates how the grey wolf, the helper and well- 

wisher of the hero, threatens to kill a raven’s offspring as they feed on his dead corpse.
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The wolf, desperate in his attempt to somehow save the hero, attacks the baby bird. The 

raven appeals for mercy and is told to go to the other end of the world to the Thrice-ten 

Tsardom and fetch ‘acHBaa Bo^a’ (water o f life), and ‘MepTBaa Bona’ (water o f death), 

which the raven eventually manages to bring in two phials and which saves the hero (Vol. 

1422-23).

The Raven is not alone in its enmity with the Serpent. The incantation below, 

categorized under ‘For the well-being of the family’ and recorded from L. D.

Golomidova (bom 1912) of the Kirov Province in 1990, depicts a falcon on the Bujan 

Oak as performing the same task of attacking the serpent, this time with fire:

Bojioc-to c ero ronoBLi odpeacb, a 3a nemcy 3ajrc»Kb h CKaacn: Bo Mope-oionme, 

Ha ocTpoBe EyaHe ctoht Jiy6 hihpokojihct, Ha tom ay6e chaht cokoji, no« tcm 

ay6oM -  3Mea, h KaK ohh TaM chzhit, Tax hto6, H3MeHymKa pa6a Eoacbero (hmh), 

TaM tbi cnnejia. A mbi tot fly6 noaoacneM h TaM cropHT cokoji h 3Mea, TaK nycTb 

h H3MeHyiiiKa pa6a Eoacbero (hms) cropHT. Tyr bojioc H3-3a neHKH Bbmemb h 

coaoKemb. {Russian Incantations 157)

[Remove hair from his head, and put it in the stove and say: In the ocean-sea, on 

the island Bujan stands a wide-leafed oak, on that oak sits a falcon, under that oak 

-  a serpent, and as they sit here, then so that, betrayer of the servant of God 

(name), there you sit. And we that tree wait and there bum the falcon and the 

serpent, then let also the betrayer o f the servant of God (name) bum. Now take 

out the hair from the stove and bum.]
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Jlededb (Swan) is described in one incantation as swimming in the Volga. The 

sorcerer appeals to it to retrieve a key to a tower from the Bujan Serpent:

“IIo,a MOpeM no# XBaJIHHCKOM CTOHT Me^HblH flOM, & B TOM Mê HOM flOMe 

3aKOBaH 3Mefi orHeHHbiii, a n os 3MeeM oraeHHbiM neacHT ceMnnyaoBUH kjiioh ot 

KHa^ceBa TepeMa Bono^HMHpoBa, a b KHaaceM TepeMe B ojio^hmhpobom coKpbrra 

ctipya SoraTtipcKaa, SoraTbipen HoBropoflCKHx, coparaHKOB Mono^enecKHx. Tlo 

Bonre mHpoKoft, no Kpyn»iM 6eperaM njibraeT Jie6e;u> KHaacaa co nBopa KHaaceBa. 

rioHMaio a Ty jieSenb, nofiMaio a Ty aeSenb, noftMaio, cxBaTaio. Tbi, jieSenb, 

none™ k Mopio XBajibiHCKOMy, 3aKjnoH 3Mea oraeHHoro, nocTaHb kjikdh 

ceMHnyqoBbiH ... {RussianFolk275)

(From Sakharov’s ‘Legends of the Russian People’, 1841)

[Under/Near/On the Caspian Sea there stands a copper house, and in that copper 

house is captive a fiery serpent, and under/near the fiery serpent lies a seven-pood 

key from the princely tower of the Volodimirs, and in the princely tower of the 

Volodimirs is hidden a bogatyr’s harness, of Novgorodian bogatyrs, young 

brothers-in-arms. On the wide Volga, on the steep banks swims a princely swan 

from the court of the prince. I try to catch that swan, I try to catch that swan, I try 

to catch, grab it. You, swan, fly to the Caspian Sea, make captive the fiery serpent, 

get the seven-pood key ...]

Thus, in this incantation, uttered for a military man going into battle, the “princely swan” 

is depicted as yet another feathered adversary of the Bujan Serpent.
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In a fairy tale, the soldier Tarabanov sees twelve swans fly into a palace and take 

off their wings to become fair maidens. He steals the wings of one maiden, who agrees to 

Tarabanov’s condition that he will give her the wings if  she marries him. When the Tsar 

hears of her magical powers, he wants to get rid o f the husband and get her for himself. 

He sets Tarabanov a set o f impossible tasks, each of which Tarabanov successfully 

completes using a ring given him by his wife and obeying her instructions (Afanasyev, 

Russian Folktales Vol. II 149-153). In Frog Princess, the beautiful Vasilissa the Wise, 

disguised as a frog, marries Prince Ivan, the youngest son of the Tsar. She reveals her real 

self at a court banquet. When she dances, she holds out her left hand, and a lake appears. 

When she throws out her right hand, white swans appear floating on the lake. Prince Ivan 

sneaks home and throws out her frog skin. She turns into a white swan and disappears, 

leaving Prince Ivan to rescue her from her fate as Koschei’s captive (Vol. I I 333-337). In 

another tale, the swan is associated with the Fair Maiden. To complete a royal task, the 

hero needs the help of the Swan-Bird. This “Swan-Bird, the Fair Maiden” is found by 

asking Vydo-todo, a monster who emerges out of the blue sea at midnight (Vol. Ill 19-20).

It is observed that all fairy tale references to swans associate them with beautiful 

and wise women. It was easy for the ancient Slavs, Afanasyev writes, to associate the 

swan with a maiden, since the Russian word for swan -  ‘ne6e,m>’ is a feminine noun 

{Poetic Impressions Vol. Ill 187). As has been observed, swan maidens are always 

described as divine and wise in fairy tales. They often perform difficult, supernatural 

tasks that are beyond the capabilities o f human beings.
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P a r t-II

In IJodmmecKue eo33penm cnaesm Ha npupody (Poetic Impressions of the Slavs 

about Nature), nineteenth-century Slavic folklorist A. N. Afanasyev discusses Bujan. He 

asserts that the Ocean-Sea is a poetic reference in incantations to the ‘ocean of air’ (Vol.

II, 121-22). Thus, to access the Sim’s kingdom, one has to ‘sail’ across the waves of air. 

This kingdom is the island Bujan, whose name derives from the adjective ‘SyeBofi’ 

(‘bujevoi’, ardent, tempestuous). Afanasyev concludes that ‘ompoB Eyjffl’ (the island 

Bujan) “is a poetic name for the spring sky ... Around [it] ... are centred all the great 

powers of the spring thunderstorm, all the mythical personifications of thunder, the winds, 

and storms”. The spring Sun in all its manifestations is also situated on Bujan (131-33). 

Vilinbakhov, on the other hand, believes that the Ocean-Sea is in reality the Baltic Sea 

(54), and does not mention Afanasyev’s symbolical interpretation that transforms the 

Ocean-Sea from terrestrial to celestial. He refers to byliny (heroic epics) where the 

Ocean-Sea is described only as ‘KnaH-Mope’ (‘Kijan-more’, the Kijan sea). This ‘Khhh- 

Mope’ is also found in incantations, as seen earlier. Furthermore, the Gulf of Bothnia was 

known as ‘KaaHo Mope’ (‘Kajano-more’, the Kajan sea) in ancient times, and 

Vilinbakhov believes that ‘ocean-sea’ is an adaptation of that name (55). He states that 

the real prototype of Bujan is the modem Baltic Sea island of Rügen, whose ancient name 

was Rujan (twelfth-century Saxon historian and priest Helmold uses ‘Rujani’ in his 

chronicle, among other appellations (‘Rani’ and ‘Rugiani’) to denote the inhabitants of 

the island, but he doesn't mention the name of the island anywhere (52,152, 370)). 

Gradually, Vilinbakhov maintains, Rujan became known as ‘Eyan-ocTpoB’ (‘Bujan- 

ostrov’, Bujan-island) to the Eastern Slavs (ES) (53).



Vilinbakhov says that the island was inhabited by a warlike tribe o f Baltic Slavs 

and in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, played an important role in the religion of all 

pagan Slavs (53). A shrine situated at Arkona on Rujan, dedicated to the Slavic god 

Svjatovit (chief god of the Baltic Slavs and associated with victory in battles) was no less 

than the “Mecca of the pagan Slavs” (53). This is confirmed by Helmold who observes 

that the Rujani “maintain a primacy over every Slavic tribe and have ... a very celebrated 

fane ... on account of the special veneration paid this fane, they hold the first claim to 

respect” (125), and that the god Svantovit (Svjatovit) “secured a primacy among all the 

divinities of the Slavs, as being most illustrious in victories” (276). The temple on Rujan 

was served by a priestly class. The sanctuary was hidden from common view and 

shrouded in secrecy behind tall ramparts. Vilinbakhov, who quotes Helmold, believes 

that this careful preservation of pagan traditions was also fuelled by pagan resistance to 

Danish pressure to convert to Christianity. Helmold states that the inhabitants had been 

converted to Christianity in the ninth century, but had gone back to their pagan roots, 

only to be converted again by the Danes in the twelfth century (60-61). Vernadsky also 

mentions the inhabitants of Rujan, in his references to Saxo Grammaticus’ account of 

cattle sacrifices and rituals with mead being performed before Svjatovit’s (or Svantovit’s) 

statue to celebrate post-harvest thanksgiving. He says that the pagan Eastern Slavs 

probably had analogous celebrations (114-15), asserting also that they probably knew 

Rujan well, and that many may have made pilgrimages to that place. This seems possible 

in the light of the fact that Helmold asserts more than once that Svantovit’s shrine was the 

dominant religious centre o f all the Slavic tribes.



Vilinbakhov also has an explanation for the Bujan Oak. He suggests that Rujan 

(proposed prototype of Bujan) was home to a highly venerated oak tree, which is why the 

oak-tree is included in incantations referring to Bujan (53). Afanasyev says that in ancient 

times, rain-clouds were associated with a great tree whose height extended from the earth 

to the sky, and which is found in Russian incantations depicted as a white birch (Poetic 

Impressions Vol. I I 277). Vernadsky describes Slavic rituals and festivals associated with 

Sun-worship where the birch plays an important role (112-13, 115). However, most 

Russian incantations picture the oak. The Bujan tree is also oak. In all three anthologies 

consulted for the purpose o f this thesis, incantations that mention the birch tree are 

virtually negligible in number when compared to those that mention the oak.

Afanasyev also believes that the Fair Maiden was believed to be the Sun-goddess 

and is depicted in fairy tales as Dawn Maiden and the Thunder goddess (Poetic 

Impressions Vol. 1 124). However, incantations only refer to her as associated with Dawn 

and Lightning. Furthermore, if  Rujan (Rügen) was really Bujan as declared by 

Vilinbakhov, then a solar connection is not possible because Helmold does not mention a 

solar altar or a solar deity in his extensive account o f worship at the Arkona shrine, and 

Vilinbakhov also says nothing of the sort. Like his sources (Helmold and Saxo), he 

maintains the dominance o f Svantovit on the island. Afanasyev also believes that swans 

and their anthropomorphic forms were metaphors for rain clouds in folklore because 

Swan maidens are ‘daughters’ of the Ocean-Sea and swans in incantations and fairy tales 

are always white (217-218). Similarly, he believes that because the raven has access to 

and transports the water o f life in fairy tales, it was believed to be connected to dark 

spring rainclouds that bring life-giving rainwater to the fields (Vol. I 501-502).

64
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The Alatyr’ Stone of Russian incantations was the Spring sun according to 

Afanasyev, which is why the Fair Maiden is seated on it and introductory formulae of 

relevant incantations mention the sorcerer “going east”, in the direction of the rising Sun 

(143). For Afanasyev, the twin association o f  the Sun and clouds with the Fair Maiden 

(as Dawn and Lightning) arises out o f the Alatyr’Stone image, because not only was the 

Sun identified as a precious, fiery stone, but stone was also used to denote clouds (142- 

143). Vilinbakhov believes that the Alatyr’Stone was situated on Rujan and was actually 

amber, a resource for which the Baltic has been famous since antiquity. Afanasyev too 

prefers the etymology provided by the word ‘»HTapt’ (‘amber’) {Poetic Impressions Vol. 

I I 148), and rejects assumptions that ‘anaTbipb KaMem>’ (‘alatyr’stone’) meant ‘altar- 

stone’ because the word ‘ajiarapb’ appears similar to ‘ajrrapb’ (altar). Vilinbakhov also 

says that ES may have even carried amber to the mainland as a holy souvenir, but there is 

no evidence for this practice. He believes that the Alatyr’Stone may also have been 

thought to have the power to cure all diseases and provide immortality (53). However, 

only one incantation (out of those studied) referring to amber has been found.

Vilinbakhov attributes the Bujan Serpent motif to his belief that serpents may also 

have been kept in the Rujan sanctuary (54). Afanasyev says that the fiery, flying serpent 

was associated with lightning, and goes back to an old tradition of associating celestial 

phenomena such as lightning and shooting stars with serpents {Poetic Impressions Vol. II

510).
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Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to present Bujan and its ancillary motifs as they are 

depicted in incantations and to list important theories that are associated with Bujan. 

While Vilinbakhov strives to establish the historical and geographical prototype of Bujan, 

Afanasyev attempts to understand its religious and aesthetic significance in the Slavic 

imagination and its development as a complex metaphor. It would have been significant 

to know what Vilinbakhov thought of Afanasyev’s postulations (especially his proposed 

etymology of ‘Bujan’ as deriving from ‘SyeBon’, and not from ‘Rujan’), but it is not clear 

if Afanasyev’s work was familiar to him. Afanasyev’s work was totally discredited in the 

twentieth century by scholars, who said that it “was a failure, in spite of the author’s 

erudition and wealth of ideas” (Fedotov 8). He followed the “German-Aryan 

mythological background and was under the spell of the solar theory, which ... does not 

explain much in Russian mythology” (8). As far as Vilinbakhov’s postulations about 

Bujan as Rujan are concerned, some can be corroborated by chronicles of the early 

medieval period, such as that o f Helmold, and also by modem religious historians such as 

Vernadsky. For example, the chroniclers confirm that Rujan was home to an all- 

important Slavic shrine, the abode of the god Svantovit which commanded reverence not 

only in the minds of the Rujani, but also all other Slavs. Svantovit may also have been, at 

some point, the chief Slavic divinity. But, contemporary medieval sources do not attest 

the presence of a venerated oak or serpents in the Arkona shrine, nor do they, 

significantly mention amber as occupying a special place in it. Vilinbakhov’s conclusion 

that ‘Rujan’ became ‘Bujan’ is still more speculative. Helmold occasionally refers to the
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inhabitants of the island as ‘Rujani’, but he doesn't mention the name of the island, 

preferring to say that the Rujani “dwell in the midst o f the sea” (61).

It is clear from the incantations however, that Bujan is a sacred space, the ‘cbht 

ocTpoB’ (sacred island) (Russian Folk 268). Its ancillary motifs also appear to be 

venerated. It appears that the concept of the Ocean-Sea is identical with the sea described 

as encompassing all lands in the rnydumoH muea  (Book of Deep Wisdom). Incantations 

suggest that the Fair Maiden may have been a divinity associated with Dawn, Dusk, 

Lightning and perhaps Midnight as well.
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Chapter Three

Yggdrasill and its Ancillary Motifs, and Possible Linkages with Bujan and its Motifs

An ash I know there stands

Yggdrasill is its name ...

- Voluspa (Poetic Edda 12)

The present chapter will discuss some myths in the Norse tradition and analyze 

the possibility o f parallels existing between the Slavic and Norse traditions of Bujan and 

Yggdrasill respectively.

The most important myth that will be discussed relates to Yggdrasill -  the World 

Ash. The primary sources for this myth include the poem-prophecy Voluspa, from the 

Poetic or Elder Edda (ninth to twelfth centuries), also known as Scemundar Edda. It is 

thought to have been transmitted orally for one or more centuries before being committed 

to writing {Poetic Edda 63). The more extensive prose description o f Yggdrasill in the 

chapter entitled Gylfaginning within Snorra Edda will also be examined. Snorri Sturluson 

(1179-1241)- scholar, poet and courtier -  is believed to be the author or at least the 

compiler of this work, hence the conventional title. Snorra Edda was intended as an 

instructional work for poets who wished to praise kings; it also dealt with poetic style and 

meter. In addition to this, it includes Gylfaginning (The Beguiling of Gylfi), which 

records ancient Norse myths. Aside from Voluspa, this chapter refers to some other 

poems from the Elder Edda, including Helgaqvida Hundingsbana infyrri (The First Lay 

of Helgi Hunding’s Bane), Helgaqvida Hundingsbana dnnor (The Second Lay of Helgi 

Hunding’s Bane), Fafnismal (The Lay o f Fafnir) and Volundarqvida (The Lay of

Volund).
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The Poetic Edda contains the poem-prophesy Voluspa (‘Sybil’s Prophesy’), in 

which a volva (prophetess) who was bom before the world began, describes the giants, 

the creation of the world from the body of the giant Ymir by the three young gods - 

OQinn, Vili and Ve, the coming of men, the corruption o f the gods and their eventual 

downfall with the coming o f Ragnarok (‘Judgement of the gods’).

The volva describes the place where the gods assemble every day to hold their 

council. This is at the tree Yggdrasill -  the “centre of the divine world” (Turville-Petre 

279):

Ask veit ek standa, 

heitir Yggdrasill, 

har badmr, ausinn 

hvitaauri.

baSan koma doggvar 

Jsaers i dala falla. 

Stendr as yfir groenn 

UrSar brunni.

baSan koma meyiar 

margs vitandi,

Jiriar, or Jseim sae, 

er und f>olli stendr.

Urd heto eina,



adra Verdandi

-  skaro a skidi -  

Skuld ena J)ri5io.

I>aer log logdo,

J)asr lifkuro 

alda bomom, 

orlog seggia.

(Poetic Edda 11-12)

[An ash I know there stands, 

Yggdrasill is its name, 

a tall tree, showered 

with shining loam.

From there come the dews 

that drop in the valleys.

It stands forever green over 

Urdr’s well.

From there come maidens 

deep in knowledge, 

three, from the lake 

that lies under the tree.

Ur6r they called one, ‘Had to be,’ 

the second Verdandi, ‘Coming to be’
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-  they incised the slip o f wood -  

Skuld the third, ‘Has to be’.

They laid down laws, 

they chose out lives 

for mankind’s children, 

men’s destinies.

{Poetic Edda 11-12)]

The second source that depicts Yggdrasill is found in the section Gylfaginning 

(The Beguiling o f Gylfi) o f Snorra Edda where the author recounts the adventures of 

Swedish king Gylfi. Gylfi is curious about the magical powers that the ̂ sir-people 

possess, and, guessing that their powers might somehow be connected to the divine 

powers they worship, decides to make a trip to Asgardr -  the abode of the gods -  under 

disguise. He calls himself Gangleri and after several questions about creation and the 

gods, he asks about the holy place of the gods:

ba maslir Gangleri: ‘Hvar er hofudstadrinn e6a helgistadrinn godanna?’

Har svarar: ‘bat er at aski Yggdrasils. bar skulu gudin eiga doma sina hvem dag.’ 

(Snorri 17)

[Then spoke Gangleri: ‘Where is the chief centre or holy place of the gods?’

High replied: ‘It is at the ash Yggdrasill. There the gods must hold their courts 

each day. ’

(Snorri 17)]
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The author of Snorra Edda refers many times to Voluspa, which was one of the sources 

for the information given to Gylfi about the gods and the creation and destruction of the 

world, but he also supplements this information from other Eddaic poems, some extant 

and some lost (Turville-Petre 23).

Gylfaginning describes Yggdrasill as being “allra trea mestr ok beztr” (“o f all 

trees the biggest and best”) (Snorri 17; Snorri 17). Gangleri is told that its towering 

branches extend across the sky, and that it is supported by three o f its roots, each of 

which is very long and extends into a different world. One extends into the world of the 

Aisir -  the gods. This is Heaven, and Urdarbrunnr (‘Urdr’s well’), which is considered 

very holy, is located under this root. The second goes into the world of the frost giants, 

and Mimisbrunnr (‘Mimir’s well’), the well of wisdom and intelligence, is located under 

this root. From a hall near Mimisbrunnr emerge three Noms -  Urdr, Verdandi and Skuld 

-  who shape lives. The third extends over Niflheimr, a place from where arises “k a lt... 

ok allir hlutir grimmir” (“coldness and all things grim”) (Snorri 10; Snorri 10). A wise 

eagle sits in the branches o f the ash, and between the eyes of the eagle is a hawk called 

Vedrfolnir. Ratatoskr the squirrel runs up and down the ash tree, carrying spiteful 

messages between the eagle and the serpent Nidhoggr.

The ash tree is constantly under attack from all kinds of creatures, one of whom is 

Nidhoggr the serpent, who gnaws at the third root. This constant gnawing of the tree 

damages it, and it continues to suffer as there are many more serpents lying in its roots. 

There are also four stags -  Dain, Dvalin, Duneyr and Durathror -  who run in the branches 

of the tree and feed on its foliage. To make up for some of the wear and tear caused to the
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tree, the three Noms pour over it a paste o f mud and holy water from Urdr’s well. There 

are also two swans that feed in UrSr’s well.

Although Yggdrasill is best known for its role within the Norse cosmological 

model, this thesis is primarily concerned with the fact that it is identified as the 

“hofu6sta6rinn e6a helgistadrinn goSanna” (“chief centre or holy place of the gods”) in 

Snorra Edda, and that it is here that the gods converge each day to hold their council 

(Snorri 17; Snorri 17).

Yggdrasill is also associated with one of the most famous Scandinavian temples, 

located in Uppsala in Sweden. It appears to have still been in use in the eleventh century, 

when Adam of Bremen wrote an account of it that he had heard from an eye-witness. He 

writes in his work Gesta Hammaburgensis Ecclesiae Pontificum (History of the Bishops 

of Hamburg) that the temple at Uppsala contained three idols made of gold. Thor (borr) 

stood in the middle, with Wodan (06inn) and Fricco (Freyr) on either side. Every nine 

years a festival was held here which involved human and animal sacrifices, after which 

the bodies were hung on trees in a grove which was sacred to the pagan believers. 

Because of the sacrifice made and the blood spilt, each of the trees was believed to be 

divine. Adam’s notes to this section add some more information about the temple. He 

describes in No. 138 the enormous tree that grows beside the temple:

Beside this temple stands an enormous tree, spreading its branches far and wide; it

is ever green, in winter as in summer. No one knows what kind o f tree this is.

There is also a well there, where heathen sacrifices are commonly performed, and
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a living man is plunged into it. If he is not found again, it is deemed that the will 

o f the people will be fulfilled. (Turville-Petre 245)

It is significant that out of all the trees in the divine grove, the one described in Note No. 

138 remains the most divine, holier than the rest. It was also evergreen. Turville-Petre 

believes that this tree “may be seen as its [Yggdrasill’s] earthly replica” (279). He also 

compares the sacred well mentioned here to the “mystical Urôarbrunnr (Well of Fate)” 

(246).

Ancillary Motifs of Yggdrasill 

U m sjâ r  (‘World-Ocean’):

In Snorra Edda, Gylfi asks how the earth was arranged and receives this reply:

“Hon er kringlôtt ütan, ok frar ütan um liggr hinn djüpi sjâr, ok meô Jjeiri sjâvar 

strôndu gâfu J>eir lônd til bygôar jôtna ættum. En fyrir innan a jôrôunni gerôu J>eir 

borg umhverfis heim fyrir ôfriôi jôtna, en til Jîeirar borgar hôfôu Jîeir brér Ymis 

jôtuns, ok kolluôu J)â borg Miôgarô.” (Snorri 12)

[“It is circular round the edge, and around it lies the deep sea, and along the shore 

of this sea they gave lands to live in to the races of giants. But on the earth on the 

inner side they made a fortification round the world against the hostility of giants, 

and for this fortification they used the giant Ymir’s eyelashes, and they called the 

fortification Midgard.” (Snorri 12-13)]
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Thus, MidgarQr (‘Middle Enclosure’) is the area occupied by humans, surrounded by the 

land of giants, which in turn is surrounded by the ‘deep sea’. Through the centre of
r

MidgarSr passes Yggdrasill. More is said about this sea, which was created by OSinn,

Vili and Ve from the dead giant Ymir’s blood:

“A f Jjvi blo6i er or sarum rann ok laust for, j)ar a f gerdu J>eir sja ))ann er Jjeir 

gerdu ok festu saman jordina, ok logdu parm sja i hring litan um hana, ok mun J>at 

flestum manni ofcera £ykkja at komask par yfir.” (Snorri 12)

[“Out of the blood that came from his wounds and was flowing unconfined, out of 

this they made the sea with which they encompassed and contained the earth, and 

they placed this sea in a circle round the outside of it, and it will seem an 

impossibility to most to get across it.” (Snorri 12)]

This sea, “which lies around all lands” (Snorri 27), is called ‘umsjar’ in Snorra Edda. 

M el’nikova argues that even though the idea of the ‘World-Ocean’ was widespread in 

medieval western European geographical works, it closely conforms to the idea o f the 

World-Ocean in Scandinavian cosmological myth and that the term ‘World-Ocean’ has 

been borrowed from Scandinavian mythology (Image o f  the World 194).

Mel’nikova says that the reason behind the conception of a body of water 

surrounding all land is the geographical location of Scandinavia in terms of its proximity 

to the sea. It also reflects contemporary Scandinavian knowledge about the world 

(Mel’nikova, Image o f  the World 195). Furthermore, even though this idea o f the world- 

ocean closely corresponds with medieval western European ideas, it also retains the most
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archaic concepts associated with the creation of the world in Scandinavian tradition, such 

as Ginnungagap (‘Mighty/Deceptive Gap’), which became a part o f the ‘World Ocean’
r

after Odinn, Vili and Ve constructed the world out o f Ymir’s body.

OhcuaH-Mope (‘Ocean-Sea’) and Umsjar (‘World-Ocean’)

A body of water surrounding all lands is a common feature between the Slavic 

and Scandinavian traditions. As discussed above, Midgardr is surrounded by this World- 

Ocean. In the case of Bujan, it was observed that it is always situated on the Ocean-sea, 

and even if  Bujan is absent, its chief accessories (such as the Mystical Oak and the 

Alatyr’-Stone) are described as being located on the Ocean-sea.

In the case of Bujan, the perception of the Ocean-Sea is complicated. Firstly, as 

we have seen, some scholars identify Bujan with the island of Rujan, which is identified 

with the Baltic Sea island Rtigen. Secondly, the innovations of sorcerers, who have either 

used more than one body of water to replace the Ocean-Sea or have given a completely 

different location of the Ocean-Sea itself, have contributed both variety and confusion to 

the image. Thus, at times the Ocean-Sea is completely replaced by the Caspian Sea, the 

Black Sea or the White Sea, and Bujan is said to be located on that particular sea. The sea 

chosen is often perplexingly distant from the province where the incantation is being 

uttered. Furthermore, in some incantations, the Ocean-Sea itself is described as being 

situated in the open/clear path/field which by definition, is not the ocean-sea that “runs 

around all lands” as mentioned in the rjiydimnaii khuzci (Book of Deep Wisdom) 

(Afanasyev 122).

It is difficult to glean the standard model o f the Ocean-Sea associated with Bujan, 

if  ever there was such a model. The idea of the Ocean-Sea as surrounding all land,
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described in the rjiyduuncm muea  (Book o f Deep Wisdom), goes back to at least the late 

Middle Ages, which suggests that if  the image has been consistently represented in 

Russian incantations for many centuries, it must have been exposed to changing world 

views and independent imaginations, which is why there are references to different seas. 

But, most Bujan incantations mention the Ocean-Sea. This suggests that the idea of Bujan 

originally seems to have been inextricably linked with the Ocean-Sea.

Y g g d ra s ill (World-Tree):

This section will discuss the Norse World-Tree itself. Yggdrasill is described as

rising from the ground and growing right up to the sky, its branches spreading all over the

whole world. Its roots go into different worlds, and its centre goes through MibgarSr. For

this reason, because it connects all the constituent parts o f the universe, it may be

considered to hold up the universe (Turville-Petre 279).

Some scholars believe that Yggdrasill might be associated with the lord of the

gods, 06inn, because of the name ‘Yggdrasill’, comprising ‘Ygg-’ -  possibly “the
/

terrifier, awe-inspirer” -  which is one of OSinn’s names, and ‘drasill’ -  a common word 

in poetry for a horse (Turville-Petre 48). Thus, Yggdrasill might be the ‘steed of OS inn’. 

This depiction of Odinn is believed to be derived from his avatar as the god of the hanged 

dead (‘Hangagud’) (Turville-Petre 62). Odinn is also the god who sacrificed himself to 

himself (‘Hangi’). Not only was he the receiver o f the sacrificial victims of the gallows, 

he was himself a victim of the gallows. The relevant episode is presented in the Havamal. 

Odinn hangs for nine days and nights on the World-Ash with a spear run through his 

body, after which he receives the knowledge he was seeking:
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Veit ec, at ec hecc vindgameidi a 

naetr allar nio,
r

geiri undadr oc gefinn 06ni, 

sialfr sialfom mer, 

a Jjeim meidi, er mangi veit,

hvers haim af rotomm renn.

(Edda 40)

[I know that I hung on a high windy tree 

for nine long nights; 

pierced by a spear -  Odin’s pledge -  

given myself to myself.

No one can tell about that tree,

from what deep roots it rises.

{Poems 31)]

Turville-Petre discusses how skalds frequently referred to the gallows or gallows-tree as a 

horse (48). This could be because horses are symbols of death and carry the dead to the 

other-world, and the gallows or gallows-tree also ‘carries’ the victim and in effect, leads 

him to death. The concept of ‘riding the gallows’ is not alien to English speakers. A 

similar function is assigned to the verb rida -  to ride -  in Old Norse to take the metaphor 

further. Thus, Odinn rides the gallows for nine days and nights in order to gain the
r

esoteric knowledge o f the runes. This is why the World-Tree is identified as Odinn’s
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steed, since the action o f riding is considered common to both a ‘gallows-bird’ and a
r

horse-rider. Oöinn’s association with the gallows and those who hang on it is also 

significant. The Hävamdl says:

I>at kann ec ij> tólpta, ef ec sé a tré uppi 

väfa virgilnä:

svà ec rist oc i runom fàc, 

at sa gengr gumi 

oc maelir viö mie.

(Edda 43)

[I know a twelfth: if  up in a tree

I see a corpse hanging high, 

the mighty runes I write and colour

make the man come down 

to talk with me.

(Poems 33)]

The völva also seems to remember Yggdrasill from much before the actual 

creation of the universe. In fact, it has already begun to decay when it appears as the 

World-Tree, “in its full stature” (Turville-Petre 279). When Ragnarök (‘Judgement of the 

gods’) takes place, the tree will creak and shiver.
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Y g g d ra s ill (World-Tree) and J S y 6 / M u c m u H e c n u u  d y 6  (‘Oak/Mystical Oak’):

In Russian incantations, as seen in the previous chapter, the ‘mhcthhcckhk ayd’ 

(‘Mystical Oak’) or just ‘#y6’ (Oak) is usually depicted as standing on Bujan, but its 

image does not seem dependent upon Bujan. Occasionally, the tree is replaced by a 

‘ctojiS’ (post or pillar), and that pillar is often described as standing from the earth to the 

sky, from east to west -  “a ctoht ctoji6 ot 3cmjih ¿to Heda, ot BocTOKa ao 3ana^a” 

(Russian Folk 272). The description of the pillar is echoed in the prominent description of 

Yggdrasill in Snorra Edda (mentioned earlier) as “allra trea mestr ok beztr” (“of all trees 

the biggest and best”) (Snorri 17; Snorri 17).

The Noms’ action of making a mix o f the water from Urd’s well, mixing it with 

clay, and then pouring it on the tree points to a possible commonality with the Russian 

tradition, where, as we have seen, the oak is described as being ‘MOKpeuKHii ’ (greasy) or 

‘mokpbih’ (wet), but lack of further information on this greasy or wet oak makes it 

difficult to do more than hint at a similarity between it and Yggdrasill.

Odinn’s association with the oak tree and his use of magic to waken the dead in 

order to communicate with them is also found in the Russian tradition. Similar 

associations of the knowledge possessed by corpses in the vicinity of trees are seen in 

incantations, especially those that deal with curing toothache.

Any scholarly discussion of Yggdrasill must refer to its cosmological role as well. 

Yggdrasill connects the world of the dead (Hel) and the world of the gods (Asgardr) with 

the world of humans (Midgardr). The Slavic tree of life plays an important role in fairy 

tales, where it is seen as a sacred zone, and in the image of Bujan as well. However, both 

in tales and in incantations, it is unclear which regions of the world the tree connects,
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unlike in the case of Yggdrasill, which is clearly described as passing through the centre, 

marked by MiSgarSr.

N o r n s  (Fate-goddesses):

Gylfaginning mentions three Norns -  Urd, Verdandi and Skuld -  who come out of 

a hall by the holy Urdarbrunnr ( ‘Urdr’s well’), situated under the second root of 

Yggdrasill. The Poetic Edda situates the Norns as coming “or Jjeim sas, er und Jjolli 

stendr” (‘from the lake / that lies under the tree’) (Poetic Edda 12). These three maidens 

are said to shape the lives of people (Snorri 18). Snorra Edda also mentions other Norns 

that visit children at birth in order to shape their lives. Norns are not necessarily all bom 

of divine parentage. Some have ALsir parentage and some are bom to elves and dwarves. 

However, parentage distinguishes good Norns from bad Norns. Gylfaginning emphasizes 

that Noms of noble parentage shape good lives, while evil Noms produce unfortunate 

fates (Snorri 18). One example of the impact o f evil Noms is found in the Helgaqvida 

Hundingsbana dnnor (The Second Lay of Helgi Hunding’s Bane):

Erat )>er at olio, alvitr, gefid,

t>o qved ec nocqvi nomir valda;

fello i morgon at Frecasteini

Bragi oc Hogni, vard ec bani Jjeira.

(Edda 155)

[“Sigrun, I will grieve you by what I say

but evil Noms must bear the blame:
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there fell this morning at Freka Stone 

Bragi and Hogni; I was their bane.”

(Poems 129)]

Noms also perform the vital task of reviving Yggdrasill. In fact, they are the only 

creatures that try to repair the damage that is constantly being done to Yggdrasill so that 

its branches may not rot. They play a crucial role since upon this tree “the welfare of the 

universe seems to depend” (Turville Petre 277). Furthermore, the Noms are also 

responsible for sustenance by extension through their nurturing association with 

Yggdrasill. This is because the water from the healing mixture that they pour over 

Yggdrasill falls upon the earth -  i.e. over the space where humans, plants and animals 

live -  and forms “what people call honeydew, and from it bees feed” (“])at kalla menn 

hunangfall, ok \>ar af fcedask byflugur”) (Snorri 19; Snorri 19).

The Noms’ association with nurturing and healing is not restricted to Yggdrasill. 

In the Poetic Edda, in the poem Fafnismal (The Lay of Fafiiir), Noms help women in 

childbirth:

“SegSu mer, Fafnir, allz Jric frodan qveda 

oc vel mart vita:

hveriar ro ^asr nomir, er naudgonglar ro 

oc kiosa mosdr fra mogom?

Sundrbomar mioc segi ec at nomir se,
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eigo8 J>aer aett saman; 

sumar ero askungar, sumar alfkungar, 

sumar dcetr Dvalins.

(.Edda 182)

[“Sigurd said:

“Tell me, Fafnir, famed for your wisdom -  

I know you’ve learned much lore, 

what Noms will help women in their 

need before they give birth?”

Fafnir said:

“The Noms descend from different races, 

they have no common kin, 

some from the gods, some from the elves, 

some are Dvalin’s daughters.”

{Poems 154)]

The Noms are also associated with spinning in the Poetic Edda in Helgaqvida 

Hundingsbana infyrri (The First Lay o f Helgi Hunding’s Bane):

Snero [>aer af afli 0rlog[?atto,

[>a er borgir braut i Bralundi;

Ipdsr um greiddo gullin simo

oc und mana sal midian festo.
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{Edda 130)

[Then they wound the threads of fate,

in Bralund’s castle where the hero was bom, 

gathered the strands into a golden rope, 

and made it fast in the moon’s high hall.

{Poems 115)]

N o r n s  (Fate-goddesses) and K p a c n a n  deeuu la  (‘Fair Maiden’)

In Chapter 2, we discussed the figure o f the Kpacnan deeuifa (‘Fair Maiden’). Just 

as the Fair Maiden is the only anthropomorphic female presence on Bujan, the Noms are 

the only female anthropomorphic figures associated with Yggdrasill. The Fair Maiden is 

depicted on Bujan, often sitting on the Alatyr’-Stone, while the Noms are said to come 

out o f the hall under the first root o f Yggdrasill in Snorra Edda, and from a lake under 

the tree in Scemundar Edda. We have seen that in the Russian incantations, the perennial 

epithet associated with the Maiden (both in case of a real young woman or the Fair 

Maiden of Bujan) is ‘icpacHaa’ (nominative, feminine, singular) (‘fair’). By contrast, 

Noms are not uniformly beautiful. For example, in Voluspa, they are described thus:

... briar kvomo 

bursa meyiar, 

amatkar miok, 

or iotunheimom.

{Poetic Edda 9)

[... there came three
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ogres’ daughters, 

o f redoubtable strength, 

from Giant Realms.

(Poetic Edda 9)]

We have also discussed the healing and nurturing functions of the three Noms of 

Yggdrasill. The Fair Maiden of Bujan also plays the role of healer and nurturer, despite 

the detailed differences in function, as can be seen in the many incantations that appeal to 

her to sew so that wounds heal and blood coagulates, or others that ask that she dispel 

melancholy, or those that ask for her protection when faced with the guns of “Turks, 

Tatars, Germans, Cherkesses, Mordvinians, of all languages and enemies” (Russian Folk 

273).

The Fair Maiden is also often called an “expert-seamstress” (Russian Folk 267) 

and is depicted as sewing in some incantations. The Noms were associated with spinning. 

While spinning and sewing are two different activities, they nevertheless share some 

common characteristics in that they are stages in the production of garments and are both 

traditionally considered exclusively the work of women. Furthermore, both activities are 

related in terms of technique, since spinning produces the thread one sews with. Mokosh, 

the only feminine deity of the Slavic pantheon, sponsored spinning and weaving, and was 

venerated by women. There was also a set o f rituals associated with spinning and 

weaving that were connected to Mokosh and which were performed by women, her chief 

worshippers (Vernadsky 123,137-38). Spinning might also have been associated with the 

‘PoacaHHiubi’ (‘Rozhanitsy’ -  from verb ‘ponHTt’ -  to give birth) of Russian tradition,
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who were the consorts o f the god ‘Po#’ (‘rod’, clan). Afanasyev mentions that while there 

are no exclusive references that depict the Rozhanitsy spinning, they may have performed 

such a function in ancient times and that it is only recently that this has faded from folk 

memory (Poetic Impressions Vol. Ill 333). However, strictly speaking, in terms of 

spinning, the only Slavic feminine figure of veneration that can be connected to the 

Noms is Mokosh.

The Rozhanitsy also appear to have more in common with the Noms in terms of 

their role as fate-goddesses associated with childbirth. The Noms of Yggdrasill are 

depicted as deciding the fate of people, while there are other Noms that actually visit 

children at birth and shape their lives. The Rozhanitsy play the same role in Russian 

tradition, and the fate set by them is inescapable just as it is in the case of the Noms. The 

Rozhanitsy are said to come in person to the birth of children and determine their fate. 

However, the clear distinction between “noble” Noms and Noms of common parentage 

and the consequent effect on their identity as deciders of fate is not found in Russian 

tradition.

It is tempting to see similarities between the figure of the Fair Maiden of Bujan, a 

nurturing, sewing figure, at times associated with the Oak-Tree or the Altar-Stone, and 

the Noms of Yggdrasill, who are situated at the roots of the World-Ash and are 

associated with nurturing and spinning, even though the information that we have about 

these figures is inconclusive.
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F r e k a s te in n  (‘Harsh-Stone’):

In some poems of the Poetic Edda, particular reference is made to a stone called 

Frekasteinn (‘Harsh Stone’). The noun ‘freka’ in Old Norse means ‘rigour’, ‘severity’ or 

‘harshness’. Frekasteinn seems to be more than just a landmark for events, especially 

when encountered in curse incantations. For example,

Fyrr vilda ec at Frecasteini

hraftia sedia a hraem jrinom,

enn tier ydrar teygia at solli

e6a gefa goltom; deili grom vid ])ic!

{Edda 137)

[“Ravens will feed at Freka Stone -  

I will delight them with your dead body -  

Before I summon swine to the swill 

Or your dogs either, devils take you!”

{Poems 121)]

At this point in Helgaqvida Hundingsbana in fyrri (The First Lay of Helgi Hunding’s 

Bane), Gudmundr curses Sinfjotli, enraged and indignant at the unprovoked attack on his 

father’s kingdom by Sinfjotli’s half brother Helgi. There is another reference in the same 

poem to Freka-Stone:

Svipr einn var j>at, er saman qvomo
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folvir oddar at Frecasteini; 

ey var Helgi, Hundings bani,

fyrstr i folki, fa r er firar borduz, 

oestr a imo, alltraudr flugar;

sa hafdi hilmirhart modacam.

(Edda 138)

[With one sweeping turn as spears clashed together 

they met to fight at Freka Stone; 

ever was Helgi, Hunding’s bane,

in front of the host where battle was hottest, 

eager for the fray and hating flight -  

this was a man with a mighty heart.

(Poems 122)]

A further reference to Freka Stone in Helgaqvida Hundingsbana dnnor (The Second Lay 

of Helgi Hunding’s Bane) where Helgi’s men challenge the long-suffering Gudmund and 

his brother Hodbrodd, whose betrothed has promised herself to Helgi and asked for his 

protection. Gudmund wants to hold Helgi and his Volsungs to account for their actions, 

both past and present, and says:

hvi fyrr scolo at Frecasteini 

sattir saman um sacar dcema;

(Edda 156)
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[Let us first at Freka Stone 

Meet in combat to judge the case.”

{Poems 128)]

Note the description of the stone in the following reference from the same poem:

... at ino liosa Leiptrar vatni 

oc at ursvolomUnnar steini.

(Edda 157)

[“ ... vows you swore by the shining Leiptr 

Witnessed by Unn’s cold wet stone.”

{Poems 130)]

In all four examples given above, the stone is seen as a witness or an impartial source of 

justice. In the first example, it is a case of just deserts, with the stone acting as witness in 

order to put wrong right. In the third example, it appears to be a symbol of justice. In the 

fourth example above, the stone is not explicitly referred to as Frekasteinn. However, 

since it is the same poem and the location has not changed, it seems fair to associate the 

stone with Frekasteinn. The fact that it is called Unn’s “cold wet stone” might point to 

Odinn, one of whose names is Unn (Snorri 21). Thus, these references to Frekasteinn 

seem to evoke the quality of stone as pure and therefore, in some way, it is symbolic of 

justice or at least presents an attitude of neutrality. It is also associated with divinity in 

some way, if Unn is indeed a reference to Odinn.
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F r e k a s te in n  (‘Harsh Stone’) and the A n a m b ip b  KOMenb (‘Alatyr’-Stone’):

In Chapter 2, we discussed the presence of the Ammupb Kcmeub (‘Alatyr’-Stone’) 

in Russian incantations. The Alatyr’-Stone is often mentioned at the end of incantations 

as ratification, as we have seen earlier, and helps to assert the strength of the incantation 

itself by invoking the hardness of stone as a material. Battle incantations also invoke the 

hardness of stone to protect soldiers from enemy bullets. The fact that the Scandinavian 

tradition also considers the roughness or harshness of the stone worth mentioning in its 

appellation ‘Frekasteinn ’ (‘Harsh Stone’) suggests some possible linkage between these 

traditions. It is significant that in an incantation quoted in Chapter 2, the Alatyr’-Stone is 

openly described as ‘cb»t’ -  divine or holy. It is unclear if  Frekasteinn was associated 

with divinity, but as a neutral witness or judge to the events that take place in the heroic 

poems quoted above, it definitely appears to be venerated. In addition to this, in the event 

that “l inn’s wet stone” of the Helgaqvida Hundingsbana dnnor (The Second Lay of Helgi 

Hunding’s Bane) is indeed equated with Frekasteinn and if  Unn is indeed Odinn, then 

Frekasteinn can be said to have divine associations with some certainty.

A significant feature of Scandinavian pagan religion that might suggest the 

veneration of stone is that rocks, along with hills, were venerated as abodes of gods and 

spirits, such as the landvcettir, who were guardian spirits of a particular place or country.

In fact, it has even been suggested by some scholars that Valhalla -  the Hall of the Slain, 

where illustrious warriors go after they die, actually might not be a hall at all but rather a 

rock or a place made o f rocks that was later glorified as the Hall of the Slain by skalds 

(Turville Petre 55). In some incantations, as we have seen, the Alatyr’ Stone has the role
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of keeping the effects of the incantation safe from the possibility of reversal upon the 

sorcerer or the client. Hence, the Alatyr’-Stone also has a protective function associated 

with it.

Given the scarcity of information about Frekasteinn, it is premature to assume 

that it is in some measure a counterpart to the Alatyr’-Stone, and yet a few points of 

similarity between Frekasteinn and the Alatyr’ Stone remain interesting.

J o r m u n g a n d r , N id h o g g r  and other serpents of Yggdrasill:

Yggdrasill is also depicted as being constantly gnawed at by the evil serpent 

Nidhoggr. Gylfaginning also mentions many other serpents that lie under the tree and 

attack it constantly:

Ormar fleiri

liggja und aski Yggdrasils 

en bat of hyggi hverr osvidra afa.

Goinn ok Moinn 

(beir ro Grafvitnis synir)

Grabakr ok GrafVolludr,

Ofiiir ok Svafhir 

hygg ek at ae myni 

meids kvistum ma.

(Snorri 19)
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[“More snakes lie beneath the ash Yggdrasill than any old fool thinks. Goin and 

Moin -  they are Grafvitnir’s sons -  Grabak and GrafVollud, Ofiiir and Svafhir I 

think will for ever mar the tree’s twigs.” (Snorri 19)]

But these are not the only serpents associated with Norse mythology. There is also 

Jormungandr -  the Midgardr serpent, who is one of the As (god) Loki’s three children 

with the giantess Angrboba. Their parentage is such that the gods expect mischief from 

them. Giants are believed to be evil and destructive, which automatically puts his 

mother’s nature into question. In addition to this, although Loki belongs among the s£sir, 

he is also the giant Farbauti’s son. He is cunning and frequently descends to evil. Evil 

begets evil, and thus, the gods expect trouble when they hear that Loki’s children are 

being brought up in Giantland. Strong measures are taken to keep them under control by 

Obinn himself. Jormungandr is thrown by him into the World-Ocean:

“ .. .\>k kastabi hann orminum i inn djupa sae er liggr um 611 lond, ok ox sa ormr 

sva at hann liggr i mibju hafinu of oil lond ok bitr i sporb ser.” (Snorri 27)

[“ .. .he threw the serpent into that deep sea which lies round all lands, and this 

serpent grew so that it lies in the midst of the ocean encircling all lands and bites 

on its own tail.” (Snorri 27)]

J o r m u n g a n d r , N id h o g g r  and O zn e n u b iu  3M eu  (‘Fiery Serpent/Dragon’)

In Chapter 2, we discussed in detail the image of the Ozneunbiu 3M eu  (Fiery 

Serpent/Dragon). There are several possible parallels that can be made between the Bujan 

Serpent and the serpents o f Yggdrasill. The Bujan Serpent is most often described as
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being situated at the foot of the Bujan Oak, while the serpents associated with Yggdrasill 

are either those that are situated under the surface at its roots or Jormungandr, who 

encircles the landmass MiSgardr in the World-Ocean surrounding that land.

Like the Bujan Serpent, the serpents associated with Yggdrasill have negative 

functions and are fearsome adversaries, representatives of the opposing forces of evil or 

chaos that threaten the world of order represented by gods and men.

As discussed before, all references to serpents and dragons in Russian fairytales 

and incantations depict them as being ‘fiery’. We are not told whether Jormungandr or 

any of the serpents associated with Yggdrasill spew forth fire. But water, which is 

another element manifested in dragons or serpents in Russian fairy tales, is also found in 

the Norse tradition. The Midgardr serpent was thrown by OSinn into the sea where “harm 

liggr i miSju hafinu of 611 lond ok bitr i spord ser” (“it lies encircling all lands and biting 

on its own tail”) (Snorri 27; Snorri 27). Other associations with the sea include 

serpent/dragon representations on the prows of Viking dragon ships, meant to instill fear 

and/or awe into those who viewed them from shore. These dragon-heads were believed to 

also have the adverse effect of frightening the landvcettir (Tandspirits’) who were the 

guardians of that particular land, and so were usually removed before the ships were 

beached. These representations often also found their way into the name of the vessel as 

well. The most important example is Ormr inn Langi (The Long Serpent) -  of Olaf 

Tryggvason, which was a huge ship with 34 pairs of oars by Snorri’s account (Simpson 

85).

Seipents in Russian incantations and fairytales also often possess the ability to fly, 

even though there is but one reference to wings, and again, it is not clear exactly how
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they fly. There is no such information given about any of the serpents associated with 

Yggdrasill, whether it is Jormungandr, the Midgardr serpent, or Nidhoggr and the other 

serpents that gnaw at the tree’s roots.

The functions of these serpents are different. While the Bujan Serpent is always 

guarding something, usually an object of significance like a heavy key that must be 

procured for the success of the incantation, the serpents of Yggdrasill maliciously gnaw 

at the tree’s roots, damaging it. In fact, it is the image of Jormungandr, the Midgardr 

serpent, that seems to retain this feature of ‘guardianship’, as it jealously guards all the 

lands, waiting for Ragnarok, when it will be free to attack Mi6gar6r and wreak havoc. 

Another point of similarity emerges when one studies the object o f the serpent or 

dragon’s attention in Russian fairytales. While the serpent in Russian incantations 

jealously guards a tangible object, in Russian fairytales, it guards the entrance to the 

Thrice-ten Tsardom. The Thrice-ten Tsardom is often associated with the World-Tree. It 

is possible that the image of the Bujan Serpent, guarding a concrete object under the all- 

important Oak-Tree, could have developed from the older image of the serpent guarding 

the entrance to the Thrice-ten Tsardom, which can be represented by a tree.

The Eagle, V e d r fo ln ir , the Ravens H u g in n  (‘Thought’) and M u n in n  (‘Memory’):

In Snorra Edda, Yggdrasill is depicted with an eagle perched on the top branches 

of the tree, described as possessing “margs vitandi” (“possessing knowledge of many 

things”). The eagle is a symbol of OSinn, whose perpetual quest for knowledge has been 

discussed before, and seems to be one of the many features of Yggdrasill associated with
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him. There is also a hawk called Vedrfolnir perched between the eyes o f the Yggdrasill 

eagle (Snorri 18; Snorri 18).

Huginn (‘Thought’) and Muninn (‘Memory’) are two ravens that sit on OQinn’s 

shoulders and are sent out by him daily to bring him news from all over the world at 

dinner-time. Through this function, the ravens are associated with imparting information,
r

and become another source by which Odinn collects knowledge.

Huginn ok Muninn 

fljugja hverdan dag 

jormungrund yfir.

Oumk ek Hugin 

at harm aptr ne komi,

Jjo sjamk ek meir at Munin.

(Snorri 32-33)

[“Hugin and Munin fly each day over the mighty earth. I fear for Hugin lest he 

come not back, yet I am afraid more about Munin.” (Snorri 33)]

V e d r fo ln ir  and Cokoji (Falcon), H u g in n - M u n in n  (‘Thought-Memory’) and B o p o n  

(Raven):

Yggdrasill’s eagle does not find a parallel in Bujan incantations, but eagles often 

feature prominently in fairytales, usually as the hero’s helpers. Hawks are also associated 

with Bujan as observed in one incantation in Chapter 2, where the hawk sits on the tree, 

eyeing its adversary, the Bujan Serpent, lying below. This enmity between the hawk and 

the Serpent is not unique. The Bujan Raven also nurtures the same bitter hostility for the
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Serpent (who reciprocates in full measure), and is usually the agent that is invoked when 

anything is to be procured from the Serpent. The Swan is also invoked in one incantation 

(see Chapter 2). This enmity is significant because it appears to be analogous to the 

hostility with which the Yggdrasill eagle and the serpent NiShoggr react to each other, 

aided and abetted by the equally malicious Ratatoskr:

ikomi sa er heitir Ratatoskr renn upp ok nidr eptir askinum ok berr ofundarorS 

milli amarins ok Nidhoggs. (Snorri 18)

[A squirrel called Ratatoskr runs up and down through the ash and carries 

malicious messages between the eagle and Nidhogg. (Snorri 18-19)]

O f all the birds associated with Bujan, the one most frequently and prominently 

featured in incantations is the Raven. Valued for their wisdom, ravens act as helpers in 

both Russian incantations and in fairytales. Although no association between Yggdrasill 

and ravens has been found thus far, ravens are also considered wise in Norse tradition, as 

can be seen by the association o f the ravens Huginn (‘Thought’) and Muninn (‘Memory’), 

with Odinn.

Swans and V a lkyr ies  (‘Choosers of the Slain’):

In the Poetic Edda, swans are mentioned in Volundarqvida (The Lay of Volund), 

where three Finnish princes find three women spinning flax near a lake, their swan skins 

beside them. One of the maidens is called Svanhvit (Swan White):



Meyiar flugo sunnan, myrcvid i gognom, 

alvitr unga, orlog drygja; 

peer a sasvar strond settuz at hvilaz,

drosir sudroenar, dyrt lin spunno.

Ein nam ]>eira Egil at veria, 

fogr maer fira, fadmi liosom; 

onnor var Svanhvit, svanfiadrar dro; 

enn in J)ri5ia, Jjeira systir, 

vard hvitan hals Volundar.

(Edda 117)

[Maidens flew from the south through Mirkwood, 

young and wise, on their way to wars;

beside a lake the southern maidens 

sat down to rest and spin fine flax.

One of them embraced Egil,

the fair maiden held him in her white arms;

another was Swan White -  she wore swan feathers,

and the third, who was their sister,

wound her white arms around Volund’s neck.

{Poems 97)]
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These maidens are described as Valkyries (‘Choosers of the Slain’) in the prologue to the
/

poem. Valkyries are war-like maidens of OSinn, and they perform the function of 

choosing who will die on battlefields and then guide the dead to Valholl (‘Hall of the
r

Slain’), presided over by OSinn. As Gylfaginning of Snorra Edda says:

baer sendir OSinn til hverrar orrostu. basr kjosa feigS a menn ok raSa sigri. GuSr 

ok Rota ok nom in yngsta er Skuld heitir riSajafnan at kjosa val ok raSa vigum. 

(Snorri 30)

[Odin sends them to every battle. They allot death to men and govern victory. 

Gunn and Rota and the youngest Nom, called Skuld, always ride to choose who 

shall be slain and to govern the killings. (Snorri 31)]

As we have seen, swans are also mentioned as feeding at the very holy UrS’s well 

under the first root of Yggdrasill. No other information is given about them in Snorra 

Edda.

V a lk yr ie s  (‘Choosers of the Slain’) and JIe6eduH bie deebi (‘Swan Maidens’):

In Chapter 2, we discussed the image of the swan associated with Bujan and the 

fairytale representations o f Swan Maidens. In Old Norse tradition, the image of the 

Valkyries as described in the Vdlundarqvida (The Lay of Volund) and the swans that feed 

at UrS’s well as described in Snorra Edda are similar to them. In both Russian and Norse 

traditions, the beautiful maidens can transform into swans and can remove their wings 

when they are not required. In both traditions, the Swan-Maidens perform supernatural
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and divine tasks that cannot be performed by ordinary mortals. In the case of the swans of 

Urô’s well, they might be divine in some way since they are present at the location where 

the gods hold their daily council, and because they are associated with the well o f the 

Noms, which is known to be very holy.

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to present Yggdrasill and its ancillary motifs as they 

are depicted in the works that mention them and to study possible parallels with Bujan 

and its associated motifs. Although it is not possible to make any direct or conclusive 

linkage between Bujan and Yggdrasill, some striking commonalities between the two 

traditions are evident and it may be that they draw upon related systems of beliefs.
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Conclusion

In the Introduction to this thesis, we stated that it would examine the claims made 

by scholar Hilda Ellis Davidson that the Norse myth of Yggdrasill may be influenced by 

the mythical tradition of Eastern Europe owing to extensive interactions of Viking Age 

Scandinavia (eighth to twelfth centuries) with that region. To examine that claim, we 

aimed to study the Slavic island Bujan in Russian incantations with the view to compare 

it with ideas and motifs clustering around the tree of Yggdrasill in Scandinavian 

mythology and identify possible parallels between the two.

In Chapter 1, we established the economic, socio-cultural, political and ethno

religious milieu in which the transfer of mythical concepts were believed by Davidson to 

have happened. Chapter 2 was concerned with the depiction of the island Bujan in 

Russian sources. Chapter 3 described the myth of Yggdrasill as it is manifested in the 

Poetic Edda and the Prose Edda and sought analogues in the Russian materials.

The results of this exercise in comparative literature and mythology can be 

summarized as follows. With regard to the physical setting, the concepts of the Slavic 

Ocean-Sea and the Norse World-Ocean are quite similar and could possibly be linked in 

some way. The Bujan Oak and the tree Yggdrasill appear to have a few common features 

such as all-encompassing size, ‘wetness’ and, of course, holiness. On the other hand, little 

is known about the possible role of the Bujan Oak as a World-Tree, which is the 

dominating aspect of Yggdrasill. Frekasteinn, although not associated with the Yggdrasill 

myth, has some features in common with the Alatyr’ Stone in terms of its use for
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confirming and ratifying oaths. But once again we are hampered by the scarcity of 

primary sources on Frekasteinn.

As to the supernatural agents, we can state negatively that the Noms have little in 

common with the Fair Maiden, aside from similarities in location and the practice of a 

thread-based art (spinning and sewing, respectively) associated chiefly with women. On 

the other hand, they share functions with the Rozhanitsy of Russian tradition. While they 

are not associated with Bujan, the Rozhanitsy are analogous to the Noms because they 

decide human fate at the birth of a child.

As to non-human agents, there are some similarities between the serpents 

associated with Yggdrasill and the Bujan Serpent, in terms of functions, evil character, 

and location. Although there are no ravens associated with Yggdrasill, the eagle and 

hawk that are located at the top of the tree bear some similarity with the Bujan Raven in 

terms o f location. The eagle is also, by way o f its enmity with the serpent Nidhoggr, 

analogous to the Bujan Raven. Odinn’s ravens Huginn and Muninn are found to be 

similar to the Bujan Raven in terms of their association with cerebral faculties and the 

procurement o f knowledge. Too little is known about the swans of Urdr’s well for us to 

be able to compare them with the swan in Russian incantations, but the motifs of the 

Swan maidens and the Eddaic ‘Swan-Valkyries’ are strikingly similar.

To sum up, research for this thesis has produced evidence that while there may 

exist some similarities between the sets of ideas that cluster round Yggdrasill and Bujan 

respectively, it is not possible to talk about one influencing the other in the absence of 

information about some of their ancillary motifs. Here, we recall Eliade, whom we 

quoted in the Introduction to this thesis, as expressing regret concerning the fragmentary
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nature of the records of ancient religions from both Germanic and Slavic regions. We 

also remember Mel’nikova’s remarks on the difficulty of detecting traces of legends and 

myths typical of Old Norse culture in Old Russian literature. Thus, unless further 

information and more traces of the blending of the two traditions becomes available, 

perhaps through future archaeological investigations, to attempt to identify definite 

‘influences’ would be utterly speculative. More plausibly, the commonalities between the 

motifs that I have noted in this thesis might have stemmed from a common source in 

informal systems of belief current in early Scandinavia and Eastern Europe in the Viking 

Age.
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